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BREWSTER BASEBALL ASSOCIATION
WE VOTE NONE OF THE ABOVE

LEADERSHIP
Commissioner: Matt Rectenwald
Vice Commissioner: Aaron Weiner
League Director: Ted Schmidt
PR Director/Historian: Stephen Lane

CONTACT INFORMATION
Primary Website:
http://montybrewster.net/

Forums:
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/phpBB3/index.php

HTML:
montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/leagues/league_100_home.html

Application:
http://montybrewster.net/application-2/

Constitution:
http://montybrewster.net/constitution/
Yeah, I know. Here we are again. 62 years and counting. Won’t you Frick’n guys ever grow up? (You Johnson
guys, too?) And, yeah, we know you know the drill, too. Great league. Competitive as shit, even the damned
expansion teams are already looking too good—so don’t come to the Brewster less’n you can hold your own,
anyhows. Or at least not unless you’re willing to have fun.
Grin…
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FINAL 2033 STANDINGS
JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Geoghegan Round
New Orleans 3, Charm City 1
Jacksonville 3, Havana 1

Twin Cities 3, Long Beach 2
Louisville 3, Madison 2

Doubleday Series
New Orleans 4, Las Vegas 3
Jacksonville 4, Montreal 1

Louisville 4, California 3
Yellow Springs 4, Twin Cities 1

Cartwright Cup
Jacksonville 4, New Orleans 3

Yellow Springs 4, Louisville 3

Landis Memorial Series
Jacksonville 4, Yellow Springs 3
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When something happens once, it could be a fluke, you know?Something in the water. Some kind
of magic voo doo that spins out of control here or there and does a number on the world. But
when it happens twice in three seasons, it’s hard to dicsount. That’s where we are with the
Jacksonville Hurricanes, the 2031 and 2033 Landis champions. Not only have the taken the
crown two of three, they’ve toppled Yellow Springs in the process. It wasn’t simple, though. It
wasn’t your usual trip through the season. In fact, it was perhaps once of the more difficult
summers we might have seen in the BBA for some time.
Luckily, Hurricane GM Tyler Simmons has agreed to show us what the roller coaster ride of a
season in Jacksonville felt like.
Hang on tight. It’s going to be a wild ride.
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Moment 1: Day before Opening Day

Into June: Team tears through first 10
weeks, offense and pitching are at top of
the league

Crow comes back from his freak
preseason injury and gets hurt in his first
start back, pitching falling apart
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Offense powers the team through the rest
of May/June

Nobody sees the shitstorm coming

Free falling through July/August, it
looks like the team may not make the
playoffs
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The backups and Core FourTM stave off
'challenges' from Brooklyn and Rockville

Beat hot Sugar Kings team

Face off against old foe John C (we were
also in the same division in another
league)
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Offense rolls through the JL, averaging
7 runs a game

Lucky-roll the 9 once again
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WELCOME TO THE

For the second season in a row we get the joy of watching two great prognosticators
peer into the future and tell us what’s coming. How good are these projections? Well,
last season this guide published the fact that Jacksonville would win 85 games. They
won 87.
Of course, that might have been a bit more impressive if the projection came along
with a Landis, but let’s not split hairs here, all right? Instead, let’s just sit back and
watch as Ted Schmidt and Aaron Weiner play dueling Kreskins (hey, there’s an out of
date reference for you, but screw it…whatcha gonna do?)

The Jacksonville Hurricanes have now won two out of the last three titles, and last year I
spent some time waxing poetic on the meaning of the word “dynasty” and what it means
to be one because Louisville, last year, had accomplished the same thing. In case you
don’t feel like doing the math, that means the last four titles have been won by two
teams, something that’s happened only twice in the history of the BBA. Both times it
had happened because Las Vegas had won three out of four, which just really feels more
like a Las Vegas dynasty (which it was).
Besides this piece of history, Jacksonville’s role in this is even more historic. Before
realignment, we had just four playoff teams. Now, we have six. Jacksonville’s first title
was after they won their second JL Atlantic title, but last year, Jacksonville finished
third in their own division and with the sixth-best record in the JL, and their writeup
would have instead been about how a team with a 94-win Pythagorean record got
unlucky. It’s great, because now we have visions of sugar plums dancing in all of our
heads – get in with the 6 seed, go all Jacksonville on the league.
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Who could be Jacksonville this year? Two teams come to mind: Rockville and Calgary.
Rockville added Enrique Gomez, and Calgary has Cristobal Hernandez and a great
hitter’s park. Or it could be Long Beach, who’s made it into the playoffs in each of the
last five seasons too, but just barely slipped in with 88 wins last year, considering the
Hurricanes have made the playoffs in just as many years.
A lot of the playoff spots seem fairly sewn up in the JL, but really there’s seven teams for
six spots if we include Rockville, and we should. We can hand one to Las Vegas, and
Jacksonville just added Alfredo Martinez so that one’s probably over in a hurry. The
other five spots are probably fluid: Montreal and Charm City have been perennial
contenders, while Havana looks tough and New Orleans is always dangerous. We even
have a couple dark horses in Atlantic City and Phoenix. So it might be an all-out turf
war in the JL this year for that last wild card.
The FL has almost exactly the same problem. Yellow Springs and California ought to
make it in again, and Louisville’s usually a pretty good lock. The next five teams,
though, were separated by five games, and that’s four spots for five teams again: Long
Beach, Twin Cities, Calgary, Madison, and Seattle. Omaha and Vancouver are probably
pretenders, though each could find a way to sneak back into the race too.
What we know for sure is that getting into the playoffs is way more important than
where you are in the playoffs. Home field doesn’t seem to make a bit of difference, or
else Las Vegas might have won a title or two lately. I’m not sure the league has achieved
parity, but I do know we’re not sure who’s going to party at the end. Let’s get to the
preview.
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JOHNSON–LEAGUE

ATLANTIC
PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
L
93
69
Jacksonville
88
74
Montreal
88
74
Rockville
87
75
Charm City
78
84
Atlantic City
71
91
Brooklyn
65
97
Nashville

2033
W
87
92
82
90
81
75
66

L
75
70
80
72
81
87
96

RS
859
837
701
769
701
741
621

RA
717
740
652
703
719
794
812

The JL Atlantic is home to the Landis Memorial-winning Jacksonville Hurricanes, who not only
didn’t win this division, they didn’t even finish second. Still, the Hurricanes had the best run
differential in the division and have to be considered significant favorites to return to the
playoffs.
The biggest movers in this division have to be Rockville and Charm City. The Pikemen’s big
offseason move was adding superstar starting pitcher Enrique Gomez, but more overlooked was
their addition of Dusty Rhodes, who at 29 years old is looking to return to his batting title days in
Madison. Rockville was already an up and coming team which is just finishing a five-year
rebuild, so they could be a big deal, really soon.
Charm City, on the other hand, has made the playoffs in each of the last three seasons but traded
for Carlton Winson last year; Winson is considered by most league observers to be one of the top
five players in either league. Adding a full year of Winson could help push the Jimmies over the
top, even while the tally column reads their offseason as a net minus.
Don’t count out Montreal, of course, who actually won the division. The Blazers were also one
of the biggest net minuses in WAR this offseason, but they also signed Jesus Tonche to offset
that somewhat. Tonche, a former Steve Nebraska winner, should make a difference for Montreal
this year.
It is entirely unclear who will win this division, just who will not. Brooklyn will probably win at
least 70 games, as they have each of the past five seasons, but they’re clearly not the same
quality as other teams here. Nashville is a near cinch for last place unless Brooklyn collapses or
someone has massive injuries.
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Jacksonville Hurricanes
General Manager: Tyler Simmons
FROM LAST YEAR: The bullpen ends nicely
at Markert, but the collection of arms before
him all struggle with the long ball or the free
pass, both of which can be deadly late in
games. This group could gel and become an
effective unit, or be an absolute disaster. I
suspect that you will see both at times.
Inconsistency is the word for this group,
outside of Markert.

New Faces
LF Alfredo Martinez
SS Jay-hoon Ch'oe
SP Manuel Ramirez
RP Bengt Meza

Players Gone
SS Lloyd Braun
CF Leon Sandcastle
SP Jesus Tonche
SP Martin Ssempa
SP Mark Totten

Winning two titles in three years probably caused Tyler Simmons to get a bigger mantlepiece on
the north side of the Sunshine State, where Jacksonville has not only been at the top of the league
but also in the playoffs for five straight seasons. The Hurricanes are one of the most consistent
teams in the BBA, and the only question for them at this point is whether or not they will fall
victim to a rising JL tide that now has eight contenders for six spots. The Hurricanes certainly
seem to be prime candidates for one of those spots.
The offense was led last year by two of the more impressive hitters in the BBA, David Noburu
and Norris Rutledge, and just because they thought they’d add a little offense they popped
Alfredo Martinez into the middle of that lineup. The addition of Martinez, whose excellence is
well documented, might not make a difference in the stat sheet as Jacksonville was already
second in the league in offense last year, but it should make a difference overall. There isn’t
really a hole in the lineup either unless you consider Paul Scholes’ first-rate catcher defense a
hole, as this team is fantastic at getting on base and hitting homers, and even beyond the
moneyball numbers they finished solidly in the middle of the pack in batting average.
Their pitching staff isn’t quite as good as it performed last year, but they’re a good crew, with
nobody in there less than at least a mid-rotation starter. Manuel Ramirez is settling in nicely to
Phase 2 of his career. Mario Mendez was absurdly good last year, and he’s nowhere near that
level of quality but he’s solid. Tully Crow should be well-rested after taking five of the seven
months of Jacksonville’s season off. Arturo Cruz, Ruben Nunez, and Luis Manuel Torres are all
solid starters who can battle it out for the last two spots. The team caught a lot of flak for their
bullpen last year, and it’s still the shakiest part of their team, though Netuno Markert is solidly
above average as a closer.
The pen is going to blow a few this year, but it would be difficult to write the Hurricanes out of
the playoffs this season. Barring huge injuries to the pitching staff or to key offensive
performers, you can pretty much pen the Hurricanes in for 90 wins, and they should be awfully
dangerous in October yet again.
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Montreal Blazers
General Manager: John Callahan
FROM LAST YEAR: Is there a difference
between winning 9-5 and 9-4? If there is
Montreal could actually improve a bit this
season. If not, Montreal will simply be good
rather than great. This is a dangerous team.

New Faces
CL Bob Sanderson
SP Jesus Tonche
C Jeremy Carter

Players Gone
RP Eduardo Vazquez
RP Fred Murdock

The Montreal Blazers parted ways with their franchise cornerstone, Jared Gillstrom, last year in
exchange for a king’s ransom. The move helped the Havana Sugar Kings get to the playoffs and
didn’t keep Montreal from winning the division title, though they were knocked out by the
eventual champion Jacksonville Hurricanes. Dropping not only Gillstrom but also team WAR
leader Ken Jenkins this offseason, do the Blazers have enough firepower left over to make it
back to the playoffs?
The pitching staff is led by outstanding right arm of Jubal Troop, whose classic
fastball/curve/change repertoire won him the 2033 Steve Nebraska Award. Oh, and he makes
$500K for at least the next two years. A player like Troop creates a lot of flexibility on the rest
of the staff, like signing Jesus Tonche for three years at $35 million. Tonche was a good signing,
as he’ll provide some veteran leadership to what will be a very young pitching staff.
Montreal is likely counting on big things from starting pitching prospect Aki Kondo, who has a
similar makeup to Tonche. The team is hoping that Jesus Ramos repeats his success, though
Ramos might be better suited as a reliever, and to get some incremental improvement from Chris
Brown or maybe Van Willard. Their late inning relievers could be outstanding, as Alberto
Ramirez is a top closer prospect and Bob Sanderson is usually a solid closer.
Offensively, the Blazers finished with the fourth-most runs in the Johnson League, though the
aforementioned losses of Gillstrom and Jenkins might eat into that somewhat. Ettienne Lafitte
has been about as good as advertised; it’s still shocking he went seventh in a mediocre draft.
Cisco Guerrero provides a nice 1-2 punch. Pedro Navarro is a nice player, but he isn’t nearly the
.316-.371-.546 monster he was last year. Ditto Charles Martin, whose .321 average isn’t that
fluky but who’s probably not quite as good as he was either. Luis Gonzalez also had a very
strong debut for Montreal last year. Catcher Jim Miranda could take a big step forward with
more playing time, however, and Atilio Seabra could bounce back a little bit. It’s not a killer
lineup, but it should work well as a unit.
The Blazers have not only a good team on the field but a solid farm and a lot of talented youth
starting every day. While Montreal has some holes to fill, there’s little question that they will
have a solid chance to contend again. Their biggest issue might be competition, as the JL
Atlantic has gotten better.
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Rockville Pikemen
General Manager: Aaron Weiner
FROM LAST YEAR: I expect he’ll be patient
this year and make a bigger push in 2034.
The problem is, this team may be too
talented already to avoid making noise.
There’s enough inexperience for this team to
falter, but enough talent to make a playoff
run if the cards fall right.

New Faces
SP Enrique Gomez
1B Dusty Rhodes

Players Gone
SP Juan Rodriquez
CL Sean Spits

Rockville was projected last year in this space to finish with an 81-81 record. In fact, they
finished with an 82-80 record, so boo yah, Ted. In reality, Rockville was actually much better
than this; their expected record was 87 wins and that was with Frank Thomas III hitting .220 in
his less-than-triumphant return to the franchise where he made his name. This year, the Pikemen
added Enrique Gomez in free agency and Dusty Rhodes through trade, which has the city
thinking playoffs. Is the team good enough to make it to the playoffs after a six-year drought?
Or did they buy fool’s gold?
The Pikemen have a pitcher’s park, and last year, they led the league in runs allowed by about a
quarter run per game. That could improve this year, as Gomez, last year’s FL leader in WAR,
and Arthur Dempster, the JL leader in WAR, should make up one of the most potent 1-2
combinations in the BBA. Gomez replaces Juan Rodriguez, who isn’t going to remind anyone of
the two-time Steve Nebraska winner. Add that to Joe Gillstrom winner Bob Coleman and
consistent overachiever Juan Perez, and you have the makings of an excellent rotation. Andre
Georges should be a lot better this year too, likely closer to the 4.14 ERA he posted as a second
year player than the 5.38 disaster he had last year, because he’s too talented to be that bad in a
pitcher’s park. The Pikemen’s pen is also as solid as it gets, leading the league in bullpen ERA
last year and excellent both in the late innings and the middle innings.
The offense isn’t quite as strong, but it is rock-solid. The Pikemen are traditionally a team that
draws walks, but they’re now focusing almost exclusively on contact hitters. Rhodes should be a
good addition to Mario Guerrer, who finished as the Joe Gillstrom runner-up by hitting a
remarkable .342 with a .958 OPS. Guerrer might not be as good as that, but he’s still awfully
good, and Rhodes should benefit from playing in a park that stresses batting average. Nobody
draws a walk around here, but players like Francisco Flores, Jin-song Xuan, and Yi-ke Zang all
have the ability to get on base with hits and steal bases. Gabriel Delgado is a prime bounce-back
candidate; he was just awful last year. The team strikes out very rarely as a team and runs the
bases well, and for the most part play excellent defense.
The Pikemen certainly look the part of a playoff team this year, and with a powerhouse top of the
rotation and a bunch of solid young speedsters they appear to be on track to contend. Their farm
has been depleted over time, but they still have guys like Chip Puckett, Manuel Marino,
Masahiro Ogawa, and Larry Blake there. This is an exciting young team to watch with no
serious cap issues short or long term, and it’ll be interesting to watch what they do this year.
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Charm City Jimmies
General Manager: Branden Slouck
FROM LAST YEAR: There’s no reason to
think that the 2033 edition of the Charm City
Jimmies can’t become the first to win
consecutive division titles and perhaps a
league championship. Brandon Slouck has
methodically built and added to the team that
we first saw an embryonic form of after his
masterful expansion draft.

New Faces
RP Steve Russell
C Gabriel Santana

Players Gone
SP Nicholas Sutton
SS Pablo Soto
CL Dillon Young
1B Chris Workman

The most successful of all the expansion teams, Charm City is home to one of the league’s best
pitchers in Egbert Behner and two of the BBA’s better hitters, Carlton Winson and Alfredo
Salazar. However, they’re largely built around these players, as much of the supporting cast is
highly questionable. Can Charm City’s star power carry them to a fourth consecutive playoff
appearance, or will they be the casualty of rising powers in the JL?

Charm City has a sort of sneaky-solid lineup built around star power and contact hitting. Carlton
Winson, who came over in a huge trade last year with Phoenix, might be the most valuable
position player in the BBA. Alfredo Salazar is also somewhere in the top ten, with a long track
record. Led by these two, you’d think their offense is dominant, right? Well, no. The rest of the
cast is solid or pedestrian: Aubrey Anderson isn’t quite as good at 24 as he was at 22, and Don
Logan, a consistent on-base threat at catcher, are the best of them. The loss of Chris Workman
will cost them another on-base threat. The Jimmies received an -1.0 WAR from Byron Hearle,
who had 3.5 WAR just a year before. Hearle’s true potential likely lies somewhere in-between
those two numbers. Maximo Quezada is a nice supporting piece, but you’d really wish they had
better players to set up for Winson and Salazar.

The pitching staff is also highly suspect after Egbert Behner, the 2032 JL Steve Nebraskawinning righty. Arturo Reyes is clearly one of the most underrated pitchers in the league after
posting three consecutive solid seasons (and 15-5 with a 3.7 ERA last year). But pitchers like
Bonaventure Habermas, Tony Canales, and Irving Espinoza are hardly world-beaters. The
bullpen is also just fair after top closer Wilmot Schlondorff, with newcomer Steve Russell
unlikely to make a huge difference in what should be a very marginal relief corps
Charm City is probably going to be a little bit of a victim of its own success, and might do well
to start unloading talent a year early rather than a year late. The team is rated with the worst
farm in the league, and they really don’t have anyone down there worth mentioning. So they’re
going to have to make do with what they have on the field. It’s hard to know whether they could
move Salazar, but Behner is also 29 and Winson is 31, and those players are on amazing
contracts that could easily be moved. It might be difficult for them to swallow, but they might
do well with a rebuild. As it were their stars will definitely prevent them from bottoming out.
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Atlantic City Gamblers
General Manager: Joshua Biddle

FROM LAST YEAR: This is a very difficult
ballclub to predict. One injury to a starter, or
continued decline to Lopez or Correa could
torpedo the season. Two big injuries to key
players and this club could lose 90-100
games.

New Faces
Esteban Gil

Players Gone
1B Rafael Bido
SP Andre Jacobs
C Jeremy Carter
RP Hector Rayna
RP Antonio Cardenas

Combine an aging pitching staff with a flourishing young offense, and you have the makeup of
the Atlantic City Gamblers in 2034. It’s not all about the young hitters on this team, as the
young pitchers are solid too, but the contrast helps to highlight just how mixed a bag this team is,
which might explain their 81-81 record last season.
The Gamblers have one of the very best young pitchers in the game in Dan Cannon, who just got
seriously paid, like, $108 million over six seasons paid. Cannon’s stats have never quite kept up
with his rep, though advanced stats like him a whole lot. The problem isn’t Cannon’s contract
(still a cheap $4.4 million this year) but that of former superstar Eduardo Lopez and aging starter
Antonio Correa, who make a combined (not a typo) $64 million this season combined. Lopez is
37 and coming off surgery and will likely never be the same, and, oh yeah, will make $47
million over the next two seasons. Correa has been the mark of consistency but is starting to
show a few cracks. SP Javier Venegas is a fine young starter at 22 years old, though he needs
some seasoning. The team could possibly give up the most homers in the league this year as few
of their frontline players have good movement. Their bullpen is also a hot mess, and Eduardo
Lopez as closer should be an interesting test case.
The offense is full of solid young players, and while there doesn’t seem to be a Rafael Bido or a
Antonio Sanchez among them, there’s a lot of talent here. The most veteran players here are 26
years old: Bucky Dornster, who is one of the more solid 3B in the league, Joaquin Camacho,
who is one of the league’s top catchers, and Glenn Gorman, who has yet to do much of anything
but has a fair amount of potential. The team is hoping to get solid performances from young
players like Stanley Perimutter and Jorge Dominguez, and is looking for an improvement from
Derrek Kennedy. The team is just mediocre defensively at best and
With the 2029 version of Eduardo Lopez they might be a clear contender, but with the 2034
version the Gamblers are going to need some good luck to rise to the top of the Johnson League.
They may as well try: the team has just one of the top 100 prospects and just five of the top 200
overall, and they will have to make cap cuts for next season with Cannon’s contract kicking in.
There’s no reason why the Gamblers can’t jump up and steal a wild card, but if Correa drops
back at all they’ve got 60 million reasons why they didn’t make it to October.
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Brooklyn Robins
General Manager: Alan Ehlers
FROM LAST YEAR: Screw it. I’m bullish on
the Robins this year. Probably because I’m a
predictable pitching a defense guy…Some
guy on a podcast that sounds suspiciously
like me said he thought this was still a losing
team. That guy’s a jackass.

New Faces
SP Tavio Ciccolella
1B Chris WOrkman
RP Reynaldo Garza
SS Anastasio Santana

Players Gone
SP Jon Chandler
SP Jose Morales
2B Luis Soto
RP Bengt de Meza

The Robins have been the very picture of mediocrity since going to the playoffs six times in
seven years from 2021-2027, winning one title. They haven’t won more than 81 games or less
than 70 over the past six seasons, or finished higher than 4th out of 7 teams since the divisions
realigned. I would love to sit here and write that Brooklyn’s about to go through a resurgence,
but, sadly, that’s definitely not the case.
The Brooklyn pitching staff is led by Tavio Ciccolella, who has been one of the most consistent
starters in the league over the past few seasons and suddenly busted out last year for 18 wins and
262 innings. I’d be shocked to see that again. Mario Gonzalez has also been a hallmark of
consistency but is beginning to show some signs of age at 35 years old, so the team is obviously
hoping he doesn’t fall off this year. Francisco Ruiz has a lot of potential but also threw 36 walks
in 44 innings last year, so he’s clearly a work in progress. The team has several starters who will
fight it out for the last two rotation spots, and they should be able to expect a little better from
Alan Dominguez and the bullpen crew, but no part of this pitching staff screams contender.
The offense is just as marginal. No JL team struck out less last year, but their team offense was
almost entirely dependent on batting average and they just mostly don’t appear to have the bats
for that.
Henry Rectenberg busted out last year after a lackluster rookie season, but I’m thinking that he
may have flown higher than his potential suggests. Sean Smith was fantastic last year, but it’s
hard to tell what he’ll do from year to year. Antonio Valentin has hit .330 and .340 in two years
for Brooklyn, and he’s in the prime of his career, but he’s a doubles-hitting 1B/DH. A lot of
their guys just aren’t worth what they paid for them, like Francisco Chacon, Enrique Salazar, and
Gerardo Castillo.
The Robins have a reasonably decent farm, and while they drafted just 11th this year they might
do better next year if they repeat their 75 win season in 2033. That seems like a very likely
number for Brooklyn, not just based on recent history but from the team on the field.
They’re not bad enough to bottom out but not good enough to rise up and surprise. They’re in
the long march.
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Nashville Goats
General Manager: Joseph Peters

FROM LAST YEAR: There isn’t much else to
say about the Nashville Goats at this point.
They aren’t very good. They are in fact quite
bad. So instead let’s talk about Nashville.
……. Nashville, IL, which is where I was the
weekend before I wrote this. Camping.

New Faces
SP Nicholas Sutton
DH Antonio Sanchez
1B Joe Wilcox
CL Manny Vargas

Players Gone
RP Fred Murdock
RP Eduardo Vazquez

Let me think, some nice things to say about the Nashville Goats...their logo is fantastic...they
have not one, not two, but THREE four-star relievers or better...some of their players play
defense a little bit!
There we go, that’s a compliment.
Wait, you say that’s still not very nice? Oh boy.
I’ve seen worse 1-2 combinations than Guillermo Martinez and Stephen Clulow at their top two
starters, and Martin Torres could improve soon, even in the middle of this season. They have a
fantastic closer in Peter Grady, but teams that don’t win games don’t need closers. Their middle
relief is fair, the back half of their rotation is purely speculative, and they have no pitching
prospects in the minor leagues.
And that’s the good news.
Luis Miguel Carillo is their best player, but he’s starting to show signs of aging at 29 years old.
Antonio Sanchez still has something left in the tank, but he’s just padding his Hall of Fame
credentials here. Miguel Garcia might be able to hit, but he can’t field a lick. Orlando Medrano
is aging, and Sunshine Rodriguez looks like the sun went down on him.
The fielding was a joke, too – this team simply has zero two-way players that can both field and
hit.
So we have finally reached the good news.
Nashville is paying $80 million for this disaster of a team but are still likely to make close to $20
million and are flush with cash, and their player payroll is lowest in the BBA. They have three
of the top hitting prospects in the BBA: CF Grant Lee, LF Justin Jackson, and SS Angel Garcia,
all in the top 25 overall.
The franchise has a while to go until they’re back to respectable, but at least they have pieces.
Five years from now, we’re looking at a different team, but they’re clearly on a long-term plan.
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JOHNSON–LEAGUE

SOUTHERN
PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
L
100
62
Las Vegas
92
70
Havana
88
74
New Orleans
82
80
Phoenix
68
94
San Antonio
63
99
Huntsville
62
100
Hawaii

2033
W
103
97
92
68
64
60
75

L
59
65
70
94
98
102
87

RS
958
858
780
697
767
671
710

RA
724
709
722
844
979
869
775

Welcome to the JL Southern, home of the Las Vegas Hustlers, whose motto is “It’s my game, and
you can all play over there for second place.” Las Vegas has won the last four division titles, eight
of the last nine, and twelve of the last fourteen going all the way back to 2020. Betting the Hustlers
to lose the JL Southern is a good way to hand your money to the bookies; if I had to pick a mark for
that, I’d say in Vegas vs. the field, it pays off 1-3 Vegas and 2-1 for the field.
So what about the rest of it? Havana won 97 games last year, and they’re for real, it’s not a
smokescreen. While I think they fall back a little further than 95 games, I do believe they should take
a wild card. New Orleans also is due for a falloff, but not a precipitous one, as they finished five
games ahead of their expected record and didn’t add a ton to the roster.
The dark horse to finish second in this division is Phoenix, who has a realistic shot at finishing with
90 wins this year if everything breaks right. Ignacio Rodriguez is healthy, and they have great young
players that really just need a chance on the big stage.
As for the rest of the teams, San Antonio looks like they’re a mess, Huntsville looks like a total
disaster, and don’t even get me started on Hawaii. At some point, Vegas will have to give up this
division, but it might be 2040 by the time it’s all said and done.
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Las Vegas Hustlers
General Manager: Matt Rectenwald

FROM LAST YEAR: Welcome to your 100
win 2033 Las Vegas Hustlers folks. New
year, same old boot on your neck. At least
they are only average defensively. But hey,
they won’t win the Landis, because they
apparently aren’t allowed to.

New Faces
SS Lloyd Bruan
CF Leon Sandcastle

Players Gone
LF Alfredo Martinez
SS Jay-hoon Ch’oe

By trading Alfredo Martinez to the Jacksonville Hurricanes, Las Vegas went from four of the top
twenty position players in the BBA to just three of the top 20 position players in the BBA.
Heavy is the head that never seems to wear the crown.
The trade should bring some stability to the team’s middle infield in the form of Lloyd Braun
and Leon Sandcastle’s about the best temporary fix you could hope for to replace Martinez, so
the fans should be rocking in October again.
There were a few unnoticeable cracks in the armor last year. Usually dependable Alfredo
Bermudez had his worst full season (and Antonio Cruz might take his job). Top young pitcher
Hyun-sik Chang didn’t set the world on fire in his second season either. Another top young
pitcher, Ken Bates, didn’t finish off the year. Juan Sweetworld fell from All-Universe to merely
fantastic.
The Vegas bullpen looks to be just average, or maybe a little above.
Of course, I’m skirting over all the good news. Superstar ace Sam Romero got a year older, just
no worse and no more expensive. Julio Velasco, their other superstar ace, too, though they’ll
have to start paying him a little next year.
The team is one of the best in the league defensively up the middle and they still have Hank
Brewer, Gervasio Ridder, and Jack Gulliver along with Leon Sandcastle in the middle of the
order.
What this comes down to is that the Hustlers
should be smack dab in the middle of another failed
playoff run again in about six months. If you’re
looking for any real problems on the team, note that
they will have to figure out some cap situations
over the next three or four years. Before that
happens, write them in for about 95-100 wins and
move on with your life. I did.
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Havana Sugar Kings
General Manager: Randy Weigand

FROM LAST YEAR: Am I serious you ask?
Who knows? What you can know is that the
Sugar Kings, in what may be their last year
in Havana, are poised to post their first plus
.500 record since the franchise moved to
Havana nearly a decade ago.

New Faces
RP Carlos Delgado

Players Gone
None of Merit

Ted hit this one right [last year], but he had no idea how far they’d go.
The Havana Sugar Kings managed a phenomenal 97-65 record last year, and it was legit: their
run differential calls for a 95-win season. Havana did make some serious moves last year to get
into this position, and while it emptied their farm, that surely must have been worth it to get out
of the doldrums.
The Sugar Kings have some serious characters on this team. Take Jon Reed, a leader in the
clubhouse and a wild man on the mound. He throws everything well but straight and off-center.
Leon Ramirez is even wilder, so much so you don’t know where his next pitch is going: strike
zone? Backstop? Fourth row? But he was awesome last year.
Jody Nunez and Feliciano Rafael are more traditional starters who are very strong indeed.
Their bullpen is somewhat weak compared to some other JL contenders, but the starting four
should make it a very intriguing season in Cuba.
The offense is led by the dual bats of Jared Gillstrom, here in his second stop on the way to the
BBA Hall of Fame after being sent over from Montreal, and Tai hoi Wie, who reminds me of
Fernando Moreno in his prime. Don’t undersell Reese Wareham, either, who along with his
brother might be the best shortstop in the game today. Players like Albert Gaona, Abdelwahab
Kamade, Sheldon Cooper and others help to augment this star power. Everyone can field their
position and everyone hits at least reasonably well.
As mentioned before, Havana has basically no farm, but that doesn’t mean their future isn’t
bright. Most of the players I mentioned above are under 30, and while their payroll will jump
from the $82 million mark to over $100 million next year (because of an ill-advised contract to
star outfielder Jean-Luc Lacaze), a lot of them don’t become arb-eligible for at least two more
years.
This is a team with a lot of room to run and that should contend in 2034
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New Orleans Crawdads
General Manager: Jim Roberts

FROM LAST YEAR: If you have to pick a
team to post a big turnaround season, pick
the New Orleans Crawdads. They massively
underachieved their run differential last
season on top of getting creamed by injuries.
This is probably the second best team in the
JL Southern.

New Faces
SP Roberto Ramos
LF Francicso Flores
RP Bart Ender
RP Alfredo Chavez

Players Gone
SP Miguel Datiz

Sometimes predictions are just too easy.
New Orleans rose up last year, as predicted, from 73 to 92 wins, knocked the Las Vegas Hustlers
out of the playoffs, and nearly made it back to the Landis Memorial Series before falling to
Jacksonville in the Cartwright in seven games. What’s interesting about New Orleans, other than
the strange fact that it was their first playoff appearance in three seasons, is that they really didn’t
play as well as their record suggested despite some fantastic performances. As easy as it was to
predict the Crawdad’s rise back to a winning record, it might be just as predictable to watch them
fall somewhat this year.
Or maybe not.
The Crawdads have a solid, if suspect offense. Sure, Luke Pratt is a star at this point, and Mark
Dempsey is still one of the most consistent and dangerous hitters in the league. And yes, Hsin
Mei did break through in a huge way last year. But Dempsey is an injury risk, and just about all
the Crawdad hitters are righties. Other than Jorge Vargas and Pratt, none of their frontline
players really hit from the left hand side of the plate. They’re also somewhat defensively
mediocre.
The pitching staff is also somewhat suspect, though about as solid as you’d want. For example,
Hector Amaral probably is somewhere between the 3.5 projected WAR he posted in 2032 and
the 5.1 WAR he posted in 2033, unless he gets his curveball. Freddy Delgado might be the best
pitcher in the Johnson, but he’d never done anything like last year’s 15-3, 2.94 effort before and
his FIP was 3.65 in 2033. These are great pitchers, just not sure how great. Sergio Franco and
Yoshi Yamaguchi look like good young arms; let’s see what they can do with a full year.
Roberto Ramos was great last year, but looks older. The pen is rock-solid all the way through.
The Crawdads even manage to have three of the top 50 BBA prospects, and while their player
payroll is nearly $100 million they have plenty of flexibility to make moves this year if they need
to. Their primary dangers are whether other teams pass them, or if they have huge holes against
righty starters.
As for now, we can pen them in for a winning record and probably a wild card.
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Phoenix Talons
General Manager: Sean Marko
FROM LAST YEAR: It’s not all doom and
gloom. This team will be a playoff contender
very soon. I just don’t see it happening this
year. They should improve on last year’s 66
win finish. They’ll just hit too much not to.

New Faces
SP Marcos Villegas

Players Gone
CF Desiderius Kirshbaum
RP Billy Chappel, Jr.
RP Frederic Bonnin

When Phoenix spun the wheel on Ignacio Rodriguez and gave up Feliciano Rafael two years
ago, they had to know what they were getting into. So when Rodriguez missed all last year with
an arm injury and came back at 80% strength, there’s not a soul in the league who looked at that
and said, “didn’t see that coming.”
Last year they traded away franchise cornerstone Carlton Winson for younger players, which
indicates they understand this reality.
It’ll be interesting to see what they do this year, and what they do next.
For a franchise that lost 68 games last year, their lineup doesn’t exactly look like doom and
gloom. Domenic Wyatt is still one of the biggest power bats for an outfielder in the league, and
while Tu-Fu Yong bombed in his debut season last year it’s hard to find a young player with
more promise than him…unless it’s on his own team. That’s because Phoenix also has OF/DH
Bartolo Ortiz and 1B/DH Mario Deortez on the roster, and both those guys are potentially huge.
Al Gordon has been a solid player for a couple years. And we didn’t even mention #6 overall
Thad Meyer, who should be one of the best two-way outfielders in the league soon. That’s close
to what I wrote last year, and then they went out and bombed offensively, but we can’t keep that
offense down forever.
The pitching is worse, but they’re not broke there, either. Jose Trujillo is super-talented and in a
contract year. Ignacio Rodriguez is still a good pitcher, even if he might never achieve the status
we thought he might. Bob Corrigan didn’t embarrass himself in his debut last year, and he has a
ton of promise. Alexandre Renard is maybe a year away. The team even has a pen: Adrian
Garcia setting up Timofei Batiski is one of the better such combinations in the Johnson League.
They aren’t spending a ton of money for this team, but they are underwater financially, which
prompts questions. Should Phoenix try to sell off players like Trujillo and maybe Villegas or
Considine, or even Bakitski? Should they make a bolder move forward through the salary cap?
Do they need to do anything at all, or can they hold out for the seventh-ranked farm to arrive?
This is still an intriguing team and should win a lot more games this year.
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San Antonio Outlaws
General Manager: Mike Calvaruso

FROM LAST YEAR: Sadly, I don’t think San
Antonio will be able to overcome the loss of
Ramirez. Wick was hard enough and with
Ornelas showing his age, they just don’t
have the horses to win like they have in the
past. This is a last place offense, and without
their typical first place pitching staff, it won’t
get the job done.

New Faces
SP Anastasio Quintana
CL Dillon Young

Players Gone
RP Flint Colbert

San Antonio Outlaws
The Outlaws stumbled badly last year in their quest for their third consecutive playoff
appearance. Really badly. Like, bombshell badly. Ace John Wick and former ace Nelson
Ramirez pitched a total of zero innings. Other former ace Juan Jose Ornelas began to show
significant signs of age. Elliott Buckland was injured every other week or so. Two years ago
that would have been the top pitching staff in the game. Now? It’s a mess. Wick is back and
looks like about 80-90% of the pitcher he was before the injury, but what about the rest of the
team? Is there a real chance for San Antonio to dig themselves out of the hole?
It’s odd writing this, but it’s true nonetheless: the offense in San Antonio far outpaced the
pitching staff last year. I don’t really have a clue how. Jorge Rodriguez is the star here, as his
batting average/walks combination plays in any ballpark, even if he’s defensively challenged.
Jesus Fernandez is defensively solid and fast, and while I can’t understand how he’s performed
so well in two of the last three years he could lead the offense again. Catcher Antonio Tobias
will help the offense just by playing more often, assuming he’s recovered from missing all last
season with a concussion. The team runs the bases well and fields their positions well which
makes up for a fair amount of difficulty at the plate; they were also absurdly efficient last year as
their seventh-place finish in offense carried a lower OPS than 12th-place Phoenix and only
Nashville and Rockville hit less home runs.
Obviously, their pitching will benefit just from having Wick back on the field. Trading for
Anastasio Quintana should also make a difference, as the veteran righty has seen his
performance drift in recent years but is still a solid pitcher. Nelson Ramirez is back, though he
definitely doesn’t look the same as he used to. Elliott Buckland hasn’t done much yet, but he has
plenty of talent. It’s still no longer a top rotation, and probably wouldn’t be even had Wick come
back 100%. Their bullpen looks quite decent, on the other hand, so maybe they’ll be able to
close out wins this year.
Do I think the Outlaws are awful? On paper, they’re very marginal; everyone in the lineup has
some significant flaw, and their pitching staff lacks the star power they’ve had in recent years.
Someone’s gonna have to lose games in the Johnson League, and there are just a load of better
teams than the Outlaws, so San Antonio’s going to be one of those losing teams. They have two
excellent prospects in Yrrigs Carpenter and Mark White, but they’re going to need to figure out
what the next step is if they can’t win this year.
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Hawaii Tropics
General Manager: Mike Bieschke
FROM LAST YEAR: It’s says a lot when you
can’t decide whether to include any players
for the “new faces” or “players gone” section
of the header. Hawaii did not gain or lose
anyone from their big league roster that
matters.

New Faces
RP Martin Bacardi

Players Gone
1B Joe Wilcox
RP Alfredo Chavez
RP Chris Dover

The Hawaii Tropics have had some bad years lately, but at no point could you say that they’d
bottomed out. Losers of 87 games last year, Hawaii has had just one winning record in the last
five years after eight consecutive such years from 2021-2028, but they haven’t been getting
crunched during that period of time. Well, Hawaii, welcome to the trash compactor. This
Tropics team couldn’t crack the playoffs with a hundred hula dancers and a thousand gallons of
coconut oil. (No, I have NO idea what that means.)
The team does have some pieces. They’re still running Paul Backstrom out there, paying $14
million to chase after his 43-homer season almost a decade ago. He’s consistently good for 30
knocks, though. Jake Blues is a good hitter for a catcher. Gerbrand de Best needs to get a little
luck, but he could break through this year. The team plays good defense at nearly all positions,
but other than these guys – and barely these guys – they can’t hit.
That was unfortunately the really good news. Dean Oulton didn’t bump at all, so he’s basically
what you thought he was: a decent #4 starter. Matt Mills has had consecutive solid seasons, but
he’s no ace, and most of his really good years were the result of really good defense. The
bullpen is full of holes and I just mentioned all their mentionable starters.
The good news is that Hawaii, who is broke, by the way, has been collecting pieces for some
time, and they have a low payroll. They have seven of the top 100 prospects, including Ernesto
Alfiche, Luis Torres, and Juan Trujillo, all of whom might see action this year, and the
underrated Dave Tallent. So we’re looking at a very different Hawaii team on Opening Day next
year, probably. This year, all the Tropics can look forward to is a pineapple grenade.

[Editor’s Note: Just trying to help, Mike. 999 more to go.]
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Huntsville Phantoms
General Manager: Scott Murphy
FROM LAST YEAR: Bleeding to death is
bad. Seems obvious, but someone needs to
tell the Huntsville Phantoms.

New Faces
SP Miguel Datiz
SP Juan Hernandez

Players Gone
None of Merit

If you squint hard enough, you can still find remnants of this
once-proud franchise’s glory days. Gerardo Fajardo is still
here, and if you wait around long enough he’ll tell you a story
about how he was once considered the last piece to a
championship. Juan Hernandez was acquired off waivers for
nothing, and he’ll tell you what a class franchise Huntsville is
– even while anyone with eyes can see that this team is going
nowhere this year.
There’s a consistent hope that invades the minds of bad teams
with storied histories, and even the teams with no history. This
team is rotten at the core.
Their offense and pitching were both 13th in the JL last year, and it doesn’t look like either unit
has improved one bit. Gerardo Guzman is a legitimately good two-way player, though his
contract is awful. Dave Wilfer is the same as he ever was, a good bat with decent fielding ability
at second base. And, well, you didn’t think I was going to make a big deal out of William
Belcham or David Hall, did you?
They do have one young stud: Heinrich Peithner, who legitimately came out of nowhere to be a
solid top of the rotation starter. Peithner was a 5th round pick with seemingly no pedigree.
The pitching staff still has the aforementioned Fajardo, and it’s right about time to trade the guy.
His contract isn’t bad either. They also have the aged version of Jose Cavazos and the
aforementioned Juan Hernandez, so their pitching staff isn’t entirely awful. Their bullpen, on the
other hand, is a total tire fire.
I think it would be easier to stomach the team on the field if the Phantoms actually had a farm.
They did draft fourth this year, and they should draft somewhere in the top five next year, so we
could see some movement on that front.
For right now, though, they’re a franchise that’s basically in hell, with a $105 million payroll and
maybe two tradable assets, and that’s nowhere. It’s going to take a while until they’re
somewhere.
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FRICK–LEAGUE

HEARTLAND
PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
L
95
67
Yellow Springs
93
69
Twin Cities
90
72
Louisville
81
81
Mexico City
80
82
Madison
73
89
Omaha
67
95
Des Moines

2033
W

L

RS

RA

107
90
92
66
87
82
72

55
72
70
96
75
80
90

894
889
783
641
804
654
688

648
748
696
750
693
706
849

In 2033 the Frick League Heartland established itself as the most competitive division
in the league. Emerging teams in Omaha and the Twin Cities joined an already elite
Yellow Springs and Louisville, as well as a resurgent Madison. Des Moines, which might
be a .500 team in any other division, finished as a bottom dweller. Yellow Springs ran
roughshod over the entire Frick en route to a historic 107 wins. They took home both
the Silk and Nebraska awards with outstanding performances from Lucas McNeil and
Lawrence Columbus LaLoosh. As never seems to happen to the top team, they made it
to the Landis before losing in heartbreaking fashion to Jacksonville, who had “team of
destiny” written all over them.
This year, Yellow Springs again looks like the front runner. Louisville is still very good,
but maybe doesn’t’ have the top end pitching that they used to. Twin Cities look to
continue their drive to dominance.
Mexico City looks ready to join the fray, as their youth movement is in full swing.
Unfortunately, if some teams are to improve, other must regress.
Omaha seems to have gotten a bit lucky last year, and while going forward the should
continue to improve, I think they will take a step backward in 2034. Madison and Des
Moines simply don’t seem to be keeping up.
The top teams in this division are so good that their order of finish is much more likely
to be sorted by injury that actual talent. What is more remarkable, is that while there is
a clear break between the top three and the next three, any of those teams would be a
good candidate for second or third anywhere else.
This division provided a photo finish last season for the wild card, and 2034 should
provide a riveting finish.
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Yellow Springs Nine
General Manager: Ron Collins

FROM LAST YEAR: After 95 wins and a fifth
straight playoff appearance, it would have to
be utterly insane to predict that the Yellow
Springs Nine falls back far enough to fall out
of the playoffs, especially since they didn’t
subtract anyone. But…it could happen.

New Faces
RF Marc Colgan

Players Gone
CF Francisco Delgado
LF Francisco Flores
RP Cesar Sandoval
RP Steve Russell
RP Randall Thomas
1B Hamza Combes

You have to wonder how the Yellow Springs Nine will deal with the disappointment of
last year’s Landis defeat. GM Ron Collins certainly doesn’t want to hear any more of it, but
when a team was, like Yellow Springs last year, historically good and finishes just short, it
becomes a story with staying power.
Fortunately, sports are simple.
The cure to people talking about losing is winning, and Yellow Springs should have no
problem doing that in 2034. This team returns nearly intact, and that includes last season’s
Nebraska and Silk winners.
Lawrence Columbus LaLoosh looks as dominant as ever and should make another run at
a Nebraska Award. Jose Chavez seems to always be an injury concern, he but enters the season
healthy and throwing well. Those two pitchers alone put Yellow Springs in the conversation
(which runs long these days) for the best 1-2 punch in the game. Rick Ward remains a solid
number three, and the perennially underappreciated Tim Oliver and Alberto Sanchez round out a
quality rotation. The bullpen lost some depth in Cesar Sandoval, Steve Russell and Randall
Thomas, but Souza, Cantu and Macias return, and the Nine have some other middle relief
options.
The offense lost some depth as well. While Francisco Delgado doesn’t likely have
another four win season in him and Francisco Flores was more of a part time player, their loss
will be felt. Carlos Garcia is capable, but will have to stay on the field. Ditto for Roberto
Miranda. Fortunately for Ron Collins, these are minor concerns as the real talent in the offense
remains strong in Silk winner Lucas McNeil, shortstop Angel De Castillo, and right fielder
Victor Guerra. A rebound year from Aaron Stone would go a long way towards replacing the
lost production as well.
It’s fairly tough to predict a repeat of a 107 win season.
This version of the Nine, while identical everywhere that matters, doesn’t have the depth
of last year’s group. Health, of course, will always play a big role.
The other factor is an improving division, which may cap the success of the 2034 Nine.
Prediction: 95-67
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Twin Cities River Monsters
General Manager: Scott Piccoli
FROM LAST YEAR: Twin Cities doesn’t
have much of a bullpen, but we’re starting to
see what a few years of rebuilding can do for
a franchise.

New Faces
1B Hunter Eisnhower
DH Stelio Kontos

Players Gone
RF Marc Colgan
DH Antonio Sanchez
RP Jose De La Cruz
2B Ramon Amaya

When an up and coming team barely makes any moves in free agency, it means one of
two things. Either the GM needs a new alarm clock (which almost assuredly won’t be a thing in
2034 and may not even be now) or they ready to erupt like some sort of better analogied Scott
Boras volcano. To the chagrin of the other Frick Heartland teams, Scott Piccoli’s club is the
later.
The Twin Cities came into their own last year, and look ready to step forward in 2034.
Long we have observed the potential of this offense (finally realized over the last two
seasons) and noted that should the River Monsters add a few starters, they could become elite.
Well, enter 2034. Chris Kelly is only 21. He might not develop his change, but doesn’t need to.
Josh Brown is ready to go, and has a ceiling that makes anyone not named Chris Kelly envious.
Travis Arnold, Reece Raynor and Jesse Stewart, quality arms once asked to do too much, now
can focus on simply providing quality innings rather than winnings games all on their own. The
bullpen has finishing power.
This staff will be better going forward, but is already quite good.
The aforementioned offense returns largely intact. They will miss the departed Antonio
Sanchez as a run producer and pitcher worker, but I can Stelio Kontos having a bit of a rebound,
and Boogie Eisenhower is a good candidate for a comeback year. He now plays first, a position
which the River Monsters have unconventionally not been getting much out of. The excellence
is this group is of course provided by Mark Wareham, Chris Limon, and Ray Cooper.
There just aren’t any holes in this group.
There are hardly even average bats.
Despite the level of competition in this
division, it’s easy to peg the River Monsters as
the team to beat in the future. I don’t however
think they are quite there yet. The pitching staff
needs a year or so more, particularly the top guys
before they transform from good to unhittable. I
also wanted to work in some variation of Boras’
ridiculous America’s Cup analogy (something
with rivers) but couldn’t figure out how. Boras is
absurd. Prediction: 93-69
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Louisville Sluggers
General Manager: Stu Hopkins
FROM LAST YEAR: Louisville’s second BBA
title in three years begins to spark obvious
and rather trite questions about potential
dynasties...even outside of the Genius’ mind.

New Faces
C Sam Adams
SP Dante Amato
CL Andino Bianchi

Players Gone
SP Anastacio Quintana
SS Valentin Colon
LF Manuel Freyta
CL Pedro Chavez
CF Javier Tavarez
SP Omar Ayala
C Benjamin O’Rouke

Let’s be honest. The “joke” of disparaging Stu “Genius” Hopkins’ and his Sluggers is getting
old. Can’t we all be grown ups and just compliment the excellent GM on the quality teams he has put
together? This team has won two of the last four Landis titles. The Sluggers have been dominant for
half a decade, and look poised to continue that trend for the foreseeable future.
Do we really need to lambast the tragically misjudged Genius with thinly (or not at all) disguised
insults at every turn? Doesn’t he deserve some respect for not panicking when his team limped out of
the gate in 2033, surely struggling to adjust to the loss of veteran pitching leaders Jon Chandler and
Mario Gonzales? The Sluggers somehow managed a very solid 92 win season as youngsters Ramon
Garza, Kevin Morales, and Pepe Jaramillo rounded into shape as the season wore on. The accomplished
this despite constant pressure and criticism from a juggernaut Yellow Springs club. Going forward, one
wonders if these kids are as good as previously advertised, or if the some of the luster has waned as
facing big league hitting exposed some of their flaws. This is still a very deep group. With a core this
solid, Louisville looks to have answers to the pitching question for the next five or so years. A top end
starter acquisition would really move this staff from the solid, to very, very good category. The question
is whether the team can fit one into the budget. They have some young bats that will need to be paid
soon, and a couple vet contracts gumming up the works.
See? Genius Hopkins has salary cap concerns just like the rest of us. Does he deserve to be
vilified as some sort of monster? Just because we’re jealous of bats like Fernando Cruz, Sean Maguire,
Gabriel Talamate, Ramiro Marino and Antonio Robles? Are we that petty? Should we be angry that
somehow forty year old Brian Clough still hits like twenty-five year old Brian Clough, when all of our
own beloved stars decline into obscurity? Can’t we just be happy for the Genius? He does have to
figure out how to get at bats for Clough, in addition to Ed Curry, Ricardo Guzman, and Mike Barnett
with only one DH spot. Moving one or two of those players and freeing up the resultant cap space
would truly help with the aforementioned incoming salary crunch.
Perhaps friends, we should strive going forward to celebrate this team for what it is. A well
constructed, model even, franchise, lead by an intelligent, dedicated owner. Perhaps we should give
credit where it is due. Perhaps the time has come to bury the hatchet.
To these quandaries of great moral import I say, “Hell no.” Friends, compatriots, I implore you,
continue to loathe the self-styled Genius. He is of a diseased, uncouth character. Any success he
enjoyed was undoubtedly obtained through sinister designs, and during this period of sustained success,
we must endure. Prediction: 90-72
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Mexico City Aztecs
General Manager: Fred Holmes
FROM LAST YEAR: They haven’t cashed in
their chips yet, and they have a top ten farm,
so we can watch out for Mexico City in a
year or two. For now, it’s not likely they’ll
steal a wild card.

New Faces
SP Felipe Baez
SS Brett Compton
1B Newman Watson
2B Dusty Harmon
C Enrique Nunez

Players Gone
1B Scott Harper
SS Ismael Pena
CL Wil Aviles
RP Kazuhiko Arai
RP Joey Budding
3B Jorge Castellanos
RP Ricardo Valera
RP Martin Bacardi

Much was made of a trio of idiots discussion of teams that looked unlikely to make the
playoffs in the next few seasons last year. GM Fred Holmes rightly pointed out that his deep
collection of young pitching had been completely overlooked. Mexico City is an up and coming
team that made couple of smart moves to solidify a talented young club.
The acquisition of Felipe Baez provides a veteran presence to complement the
outstanding collection of young arms Homes has groomed. Scotty Pendleton has developed into
a top of the rotation arm, and Cris Rios looks like another. After them, this staff is riddled with
perhaps not elite, but good arms in players like Denis Pham, Claudio Delgado, Maxence Mace,
William Dawson, and Julio Sliva. I’m sure I’m missing someone. There are just so many arms.
This staff is already very good, and is one elite starter away from being outright frightening.
In a division dominated by potent power and OBP lineups, with varying degrees of good
to great pitching staffs, Fred Holmes continues to zag while other zig. He has long favored
speedy players that force the defense to make plays, and as defense seems to be headed towards a
downturn over the next decade, this can only help him. That’s not to say he has a bunch of
punchless slap hitters. Jose Estrada is legitimately one of the best corner outfielders in the game,
and he’ll soon be joined by Jerome Delage. Running all over the place, frustrating the hell out of
opposing pitchers will be quality contact hitters like Chang-Hyeok Chanh, Mike Ellis, and Lew
Driscoll.
Of course, as this is a Fred Holmes team, everyone can pick it.
The plus-plus defense will really help out this young pitching staff.
After that glowing praise, I have to change tack and state bluntly that it’s not that likely
this team contends this year.
Often young players take a year or so to hit their stride, and the top of this division is just
so good that playoff berth is probably too much to ask.
The future is bright, however, and this club that finished last in 2033 could realistically
look to a fifteen-game improvement (holy crap!) and finishing right around .500. Prediction: 8181
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Madison Wolves
General Manager: Chris Wilson

FROM LAST YEAR: Madison has to be the
first team on everyone’s mind to fall back
this season because of their run differential
last year.

New Faces
SP Mar Totten
3B Desiderius Kirshbaum
RP Chris Grant
3B Oliver Burrell
CL Sean Spits
RP Billy Chapel Jr.

Players Gone
SP Enrigue Gomez
SP Mario Villegas
1B Dusty Rhodes
SP Thomas Suarez
RP Luis Miguel Flores
RP Bart Ender
SP Leon Gonzales
SP Craig Browning
3B Derek McLaughlin
LF Mark Stuart
CF Daly Tate

After a surprising 98-win finish two years ago, the Madison Wolves turned in an 87-win
performance in 2033. Many predicted this on the backs of a less favorable run differential from
the first place club, but last season’s Wolves were probably better than a fourth place team. Run
differential had them at 92. Going forward however, it’s hard to envision continued
improvement for this Wolves team.
The difficulty Madison faces will be overcoming its pitching, or lack thereof. Adding
Enrique Gomez pushed this team that could always hit to contending status, and losing him
should reverse that. Even after Gomez, this club lost a LOT of pitching depth. Much of it was
older and less effective, but Madison isn’t exactly burgeoning with young arms to replace them.
Luis Soto and Tommy Dietz are still quality pitchers. Soto could even be described as good, but
there’s not much after them. Alfredo Granados is getting old, and Mark Totten is really more of
a swing man than a full-time starter. Madison does have some cap space, and some young
hitting prospects, so a trade to add front of the rotation talent isn’t impossible. However, Wilson
simply doesn’t seem to prioritize pitching, if his drafts and trading strategy are any indication.
While Mario Villegas was never particularly effective, he’s at least a big-league arm and may be
better than a couple of the players who will replace him.
The strengths of this Wolves club continues to be hitting and speed. Mons Raider and
Steve Dempsy will continue to drive opposing batteries crazy with their elite abilities to both get
on and take the extra base. The team even got faster with the addition of Kirschbaum. Jon Mick
and Luis Barrera have all the power needed to drive these guys in, and rookie Luis Maldonado
looks to join the party this year. Defensively the Wolves seem to have improved their outfield.
Their infield defense remains rather porous, and won’t help a pitching staff that needs as much as
it can get.
The Madison Wolves are talented. They have a tremendous, versatile offense, but you
have to wonder if this pitching staff can suppress runs enough to make it matter. They reside in a
division where at least three other teams have constructive offenses of the same caliber. You
really have to wonder if trading hitting for pitching, say some combination of Dempsey and a
couple prospects would be the best move. Let’s say that returns two number two type starters.
Here’s the problem with that scenario, their offense is then no longer quite as good. Can they
keep up with the other have’s in their division in any scenario? Prediction: 80-82
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Omaha Hawks
General Manager: Justin Niles
FROM LAST YEAR: Indy simply wasn’t good
enough to contend. Now in Omaha, the
Hawks simply don’t look like they have
enough this year to even be a pretender.

New Faces
SP Jon Chandler
SS Pablo Soto
3B Valentin Colon
3B Armando Hernandez
RF Rhys Nornabell
RP Domingo Castillo
RP Flint Colbert
RP Cesar Ramos
RP Cedric Andrews
1B Hamza Combes

Players Gone
SP Tavio Cicollela
SP Lambert Snabel
RP Ramon Montoya
RP Fernando Pecheco

Omaha was the darling of the league last season as a tremendous free agency and
developing youth rocketed them from perennial bottom dweller to playoff contender. They just
barely missed out and that has fans in Omaha hopeful of a meaningful late season baseball in
2034. Well, someone has to be a wet blanket. This team overachieved a negative run
differential last year, and while they may be better on paper, they are unlikely to be as lucky this
season.
The big difference on the pitching staff is the loss of Tavio Cicollela.
Jon Chandler was a nice singing, but even if he performs well, it won’t replace the
improbable season Tavio provided. Less heralded but effective Lambert Snabel will also have to
be replaced. Now, Adam Barnard look like a top two starter, and Edris Mtume is a quality arm,
but could use a little seasoning. Joe Clements, the mainstay of the staff during the dark days in
Indy, is a number five. Troy Downey just throws too damn straight to be anything more than a
back-end starter. The bullpen is a little thin as well, but Flint Colbert, while rickety and no
longer a shutdown guy, is a savvy add.
The offense has a solid foundation in Jimmy Starks Junior, Aymeric Barajas, and Emilio
Morales, but the rest of this group is depth gusy and journeymen.
You could do worse than Buck Munoz, Pablo Soto, and Bob
Wagner, but they won’t wow anyone.
In a different division, this could be a .500 team with
upside.
Regrettable for Justin Niles, the Omahawks play in the
loaded Frick League Heartland.
Give guys like Starks and Mtume some seasoning, and
add in a developed Carson Stoller, Miroslav Tomanek and James
Monger, and you have a different story.
But that’s a tale for 2035 or ’36. Prediction: 73-89
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Des Moines Kernels
General Manager: Edward Murphy

FROM LAST YEAR: In my opinion, nobody
has a bigger decision to make than the Des
Moines Kernels, who appear to have made
the decision by inaction: should they trade
Cisco Arreola?

New Faces
SP Andre Jacobs
SS Mario Gonzales

Players Gone
SP Juan Hernandez
LF Tony Banuelos
CF Daniel van Halen
CF Jose Gonzales
SS Antonio Gracia
C Mitch Barlow
2B Jeffrey Verkade

Des Moines has positioned themselves to take over my annual spot for “Team that needs
to trade their assets while they still have value and look to the future.” That had belonged to San
Antonio for what seems like eternity, but the Bandits (who are surely delighted to avoid my …
advice? this year) have moved to “Missed their chance to trade assets while they still have value
and are committed to a minimum half decade of bad teams.” The good news is that, as the
Bandits showed me multiple times, teams that do have to players can have the ball bounce (spin?
fly?) right in any given year. The problem with that strategy is that you are always hanging by a
thread, and eventually your rope runs out.
Look, Des Moines isn’t bad. Cisco Areola is one of the best catchers in the game. The
same can be said for William Moreland at first base. Bill Hardy is an excellent shortstop. Dongsoo Chon is an unconventional, but good player. The Hector Cantu signing worked out nicely.
He and Dani Lopez are nice complementary pieces. This is an offense you can win with, but in a
loaded (especially offensively) Frick Heartland, this is the equivalent of bringing a knife to a gun
fight. It’s a nice knife. Probably has a bone handle with pearl inlay complementing it turn of the
century Spanish steel, but when compared to murder machines that Yellow Springs, Louisville,
Madison and Twin Cities have established, it’s simply quaint.
This is an offense that you can win with in a competitive division, but only if you have a
good, deep pitching staff, and the Kernels do not. Again, this is a case of not quite enough.
Rathnar Lothbock could be a number two if he develops, but that change up looks dead.
Negrete, Blues? Number three’s on an average staff. The rest of these guys are 4th and 5th
starters and middle relievers
So Des Moines has three options. They can trade some of their young prospects and try
to add a top starter and maybe a reliever. This would be a great move in any division except the
current FLH. They could move their assets for a mint and be ready to crush guys when
Lousiville, Madison, and Yellow Springs have declined in three or so years. Lastly, and perhaps
worst, they could do nothing, and maybe catch lightning in a bottle, but most likely suffer a
series of fourth, fifth place, and sixth finishes until they aged out of contention and have nothing
in the cupboard for the future. Prediction: 67-95
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FRICK–LEAGUE

PACIFIC
PROJECTED STANDINGS
W
L
91
71
California
90
72
Seattle
87
75
Calgary
82
80
Long Beach
73
89
Edmonton
68
84
Vancouver
64
98
Valencia

2033
W
91
85
86
88
54
77
59

L
71
77
76
74
108
85
103

RS
715
823
775
791
562
670
642

RA
620
791
727
724
849
679
810

[Editor’s Note: Since Ted had to handle a bit of an emergency (which I’ll just leave with
the less said the better, but it has to do with a person close to him threatening bodily
damage if he didn’t get his mitts off this silly game of ours and do something in that
thing called “the real world” that apparently exists somewhere…like I said though, you
won’t hear that from me. Mum’s the word, right? Name, rank, and serial number
only.), this little intro was written by me! Everything else is Ted’s though.]
Pacific.
The word just sounds so gentle, doesn’t it? So West Coast. It almost makes you want to
get a water tube and lay around in the hot sun while the soft waves bob you around.
Anyway. There’s that.
In last year’s Media Guide, the pitch was this: California could be a super team like
Vegas, and will be the dominant team in the Pacific for a long time is someone doesn’t
man-up and make something happen as the Surfers fall back.
Let me introduce you to Seattle and Calgary, both of whom are hungry and both of
whom have added solid pieces this year. In addition, it turns out that California’s annual
aversion to playing actual baseball in April makes it hard to get into advantageous slots
in the post season. Someone get the Crusaders a therapist or something, am I right?
At the end of the day, the Pacific doesn’t get the same kind of ink in the Frick League as
the Heartland division does, but it’s a deeply competitive slate of teams and with the
arrival of Edmonton’s window on the cusp of happening, and with Vancouver having
lots of shiny bits to trade, and Valencia showing signs of life after a development crash
that would kill a zombie, you could see the Pacific being a dogfight for the foreseeable
future. No California wave in sight.
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California Crusaders
General Manager: Ted Schmidt
FROM LAST YEAR: There’s no better team
in the Frick League than this potential
juggernaut, and while the current team isn’t
especially young, they also have the #6 farm
system in the game and no serious salary
cap issues.

New Faces
DH Frank Thomas III
OF Mark Stuart
RP Rafael Suarez
RP Luis Velasquez
RP Gary Estes

Players Gone
SP Roberto Ramos
1B/3B Hunter Eisenhower
2B Jeaic Dalyell
RF Rhys Nornabell
RP Emerson Mills

Well, that may have been it. (I decided that I don’t care if it is somewhat less
professional, I’m reviewing my team as “we”. It just feels fake any other way.) The good news
is that my California Crusaders underperformed across the board last year and we still won our
division. Losing Boogie and Ramos is a bit painful but both were old and neither particularly
good last year. The bad news is that we didn’t really improve, and won a weak division last
year. This year there are some really improved teams and California may not hold up.
We can pitch. If a California team can’t pitch, it will be time for me to retire. Modern
strategy seems to be to develop hitters, because they are much less susceptible to injury. I say
nuts to that. You can’t win without at least good pitching, and it’s damnably tough to acquire via
trade or free agency, as everyone found this past winter. Ricardo Diaz seems to have finally ran
into father time over the winter, but could have a bit left in the tank. Luis Gracia and Cisco
Morales are quietly compiling excellent careers. Jaime Mercado got some ROY votes last year
and looks like a keeper. The big news in Crusaders camp is Miguel “Bumblebee” Ramos. The
twenty-two year old lefty was signed waaaaaay back in 2028, but his teammates are raving about
his 100 mph heat and hammer curve. Every once in a while, he flashes a change that simply
disappears, but it’s only an above average pitch at this point. Simply put, the Crusaders aren’t
going to give any games away early. Late is another question. New acquisition Rafeal Suarez
was told to leverage his fastball with his plus-plus change and expect to see important late game
situations. California’s pens have always been a patchwork collection of retreads, and this year
should be no different.
Will the Crusaders hit? They couldn’t consistently last year.
When they hit, they didn’t lose for almost a month.
In the three months they didn’t they posted losing records. Claudio Defazio is the best
position player on the team and has to bounce back. Speaking of bouncebacks, fans are hoping
free agent signee Frank Thomas III can show that last year was a fluke. Dave Brunskill and John
Cochran are decent enough bats, but this lineup, like most Crusaders groups, lacks oomph. We
home to make up with it with stellar defense up the middle, as Bryan Robson, Chip Saunders,
and Jesus Flores routinely wow fans with the leather.
California fans expect to see a playoff team, and another division title isn’t out of the
question. There will be stiff competition in the FLP for the top spot, though, and the season is
always full of surprises. Prediction: 91-71
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Seattle Storm
General Manager: Nathan Eagan
FROM LAST YEAR: Two seasons from now,
Seattle’s cap situation will look very different,
but they have serious issues to address and
no good way to handle them.

New Faces
RP Ricardo Valera
RP Wally Lopez
2B Mario Murillo

Players Gone
LF Hector Valentin
RP Luis Ramirez
RF Raul De Los Santos
IF Fred Hernandez

So these things usually go, Seattle can hit …. Blah blah blah, but they can’t pitch ….
Blah blah blah.
Seattle is so shockingly different this year that fans won’t know what to think.
There will literally be Seattlites that are boggled by the fact that their team is winning
despite scoring 2-3 runs in some games. As in they’ve heard it is possible, in the way that you
and I know Yachts with hot tubs and racquetball courts exist, but don’t ever expect to encounter
one.
We all know about Alfredo Contreras, the strikeout machine who can give up a few more
homers than you’d like, but get’s it done. Ken Walter has been the talk of Seattle’s farm system
for a couple years, and while he might be surprising to some, the 20 year old lefty has been
projected as a future ace for years.
But who the Fuck is Gordon Graves?
Seriously. Did I have a stroke?
Oh, I see. He’s a former 434th overall pick from 2027, who has added two pitches in the
last two years, and somehow fooled scouts into thinking he had a single A celling for the first
three years of his career. In the last two seasons he’s gone from nothing, to mid rotation
prospect, to potential best pitcher in baseball. He has to figure out his change up, but it seems to
be developing. Well, that’s nice for Seattle. Aren’t we all so happy for them. Their pen is good
too with tons of strikeout potential.
“But can they hit?”, you ask.
Well, yeah.
Not like they used to, but there’s run scoring potential here. Juan Escobar seems to have
found himself after falling off a cliff. Lionel Crepin is a nice young bat. Manny Montanez may
not have the best glove at short, but he’s very selective and has light tower power. There are
depth vets up and down the lineup.
This is a very different Seattle team.
They seem dangerous, but hard to figure out. As exciting as the pitching is, they may
struggle to hit at times. If you look at the minors, guys like 1B Pat Crum and SP Hector
Marquez make it seem they will only get batter.
Seattle could win the division this year, or they could struggle mightily with growing
pains and barely miss the playoffs. Either way, this does not look anything like the team or path
anyone expected two years ago. Prediction: 90-72
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Calgary Pioneers
General Manager: Kevin Dickson
FROM LAST YEAR: Calgary will have to
slug their way to another playoff
appearance, but it might be difficult to find a
team legitimately built in the FL to take them
out of the playoffs.

New Faces
SP Juan Rodriguez
LF Serio Cordova
RP Carlos Rodriguez
1B Carlos Rodriguez
1B Rick Lindsey
SP Omar Ayala
RP Curro Madrid

Players Gone
SP Felipe Baez
SP Milburn Pennybags
RP Eduard Menosky

Calgary won 86 games last year and seems to bring back the same team. Stability is the
name of the game. Kevin Dickson teams have been contending in whatever division they have
been in for the better part of two decades now, with only two years during that span they weren’t
at least in the playoff hunt. A balance of hitting and pitching makes the Pioneers a dangerous
team.
It seems like no one talks about Cristobal Hernandez. They should. He’s one of the top
starters in the game and seems to be getting better as he moves through his prime.
You know what? Screw it. Cristobal Hernandez is your 2034 Nebraska winner.
You heard it here first.
He is slightly weaker against lefties, so you know, like prime career Enrique Gomez.
Noonien Soong seems to have figured out to work around his decidedly mediocre
fastball. Dickson, Maeda and Torres are the kind of guys some (admittedly not great) teams are
using in their 1-3 spots. Then ‘pen however, usually a strength for Dickson teams, is not quite as
good this year. (Just convert Erhard Linder already so we can see how amazing he is. Preferably
keep fastball and splitter).
One the offensive side it’s the same old guys. If anyone isn’t happy about how Mario
Soriano is holding up, they are just bitter jerks. The now thirty-three year-old is still a good
defensive centerfielder and has 70-80 stolen base ability. I don’t think anyone expected a
speedster to hold up like this. Sparky Anderson the 5th is another quality OBP guy, but you
wonder if Dickson would like to get him off second eventually. You have Rupert Grant and
Mario Balderas around to drive guys in.
This is just another complete Calgary team. They aren’t world beaters, but they will
contend. Again. Like always. You might note that some of these guys are getting older, but go
look at the minors and you see guys like Jose Rios, Susumu Nakanashi, Francisco Marin, Edwin
Gilliam, and Carlos Lujan. Calgary will compete this year. And next year. And the year after
that. Aeternum. Prediction: 87-75
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Long Beach Surfers
General Manager: Stephen Lane
FROM LAST YEAR: California should beat
them out for the division title again this year
in my opinion, but I can see them grabbing
any wild card that the FL Heartland leaves
on the table.

New Faces
SP Mike Bailey
SP Ken Jenkines
RP Cesar Sandoval
SP Alex Lopez
RP Domingo Barnard
LF Pancho Ibarra

Players Gone
C Juan Castillo
SS Juan Rodriguez
C Juan Castillo
SP Esteban Gil
RP Jose Rivera
CF Roman Reyes
CF James Cunningham

Over the last three seasons, the Long Beach Surfers have finished with 100, 94, and 88
wins as injury and player decline (some very unexpected) have sapped their talent. As that has
happened, they have run into some thin, expensive free agencies. Some of their attempts to
reload have worked. Others have not. This team still has a good deal of talent, but it seems their
window is closing for now.
The pitching staff will be led by a now twenty-eight year old Jimmy Greenwood, who
doesn’t look as sharp as in previous years. Allain Jolivent is an interesting young arm. After
that, this staff is a collection of aging vets like Mark Watson, Pepe Castillo and Alex Lopez.
Mike Baily is an expensive gamble on an injured pitcher, but may work out.
The bullpen is a series of fungible parts that could gel into a competent staff, or could
evolve into an utter disaster.
The price that Long Beach has had to pay to patch together a starting rotation every year
has prevented them from plugging their offensive holes.
At one point, they looked like they would have a dominant offense, so those holes are as
bad as some other teams’.
Carlos Gonzales, Tom Kazansky and Ken Jenkins are a top hitting outfield, but someone
has to play center. Mark Simpson is a wonderful first baseman. Leyli Yelanian is one of those
second tier young studs no one talks about. Ippo Basaglia is still around.
This is good group, but not elite anymore.
If it sounds like I’m down on Long Beach, it’s more about what could have been. GM
Stephen Lane is certainly tired of this story. Things could go right and put this team in
contention, but what are the odds they finish better than one of Yellow Springs, Twin Cities,
Louisville, Mexico City, California, Calgary, and Seattle? Already one of those other teams isn’t
making the playoffs.
Lane is an active GM, and if Long Beach is outside the playoffs on June first, don’t be
surprised to see some big names on the block. Prediction: 82-80
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Edmonton Jackrabbits
General Manager: Brandon Brooks
FROM LAST YEAR: Is Edmonton ready to
start pulling themselves out of the cellar and
competing with other recent expansion
franchises like JL Champion Charm City and
last year’s surprise team Twin Cities? Uh,
no. This team is still a total mess.

New Faces
CF Francisco Delgado
2B Luis Soto
3B Holden Blackwell

Players Gone
RP Carlos Rodriguez
CL Manny Vargas
LF Sergio Cordova
2B Mario Murillo
RF Sergio Ramos

The Edmonton jackrabbits have been around for five years. During that time, they have
never won more than 70 games.
They have failed to win sixty the last two seasons, and have actually seemed to be getting
worse.
That trend will end this year.
For the first time, the Jackrabbits will run out a starting rotation that doesn’t immediately
make you cringe. Bobby Lynch is as good as it gets. Maxime Manceau is a solid starting option.
Suzuki and Kenney belong on a major league roster. Chet Parrish is coming along, but not there
yet.
The bullpen on the other hand needs help. So this pitching staff lacks depth, and will
probably be exposed 2-3 out of every five days, but give it a year or two, and that will change.
This seems like the start of a recipe for another 90-100 loss season, but unlike previous
Edmonton teams, these guys can hit a little.
Mitch Dalrymple is rarin’ to go.
Felix Duarte looks to rebound from a
bad year.
The team picked up Luis Soto and
Holden Blackwell to improve the infield.
William Wood, Luis Costello and
Augie Plascencia are ready to make their
debuts.
The real question is whether
Edmonton chooses to play these guys who
could use a bit more development, but are
better than their other options. If they do,
they could win 80 games, if not, they will
more likely finish in the upper 60’s or low
70’s.
Based on previous years, I’d expect
more towards the latter, especially if they
start slow. Give ‘em a year, and I’ll be
singing a different tune. Prediction: 73-89
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Vancouver Mounties
General Manager: Brett Schroeder
FROM LAST YEAR: At this point I’m pretty
sure a well-trained monkey could pitch in
Vancouver’s park, and their rotation is
definitely above simian levels.

New Faces
SP Jose Morales
SP Martin Ssempa
1B Scott Harper
CF James Cunningham
RF Tony Charles
SP Kuang-yin Qiao

Players Gone
SP Manuel Ramirez
SS Brett Compton
RP Carlos Delgado
3B Atilio Seabra
RP Domingo Barnard
1B Ralph Benson
SP Pablo Figueroa

Vancouver seems to be a team in transition.
They attempted a quick reload with vets Frank Thomas III and Manuel Ramirez last year,
and when that didn’t work out, they moved both. They have some valuable talent left on the
roster, but for the right price, I can see GM Brett Schroeder moving anyone.
The starting pitching is the definition of middling.
This is a collection of third and fourth starters, who will benefit from pitching in
Vancouver’s park. Luis Espinosa, Jose Morales, Luis Hall, and co. won’t wow anyone, but
they’ll keep Vancouver in the game. Will we see Manuel Soiz this year? Will one of these guys
get traded to someone with a pitching injury?
Vancouver invited twenty-two pitchers to spring training. Maybe five of them are
starters. Of the other bajillion, some will turn into solid relievers for 3-5 years who no one
remembers.
This is a talent of Schroeder, though. He churns out number three starters and decent
relievers continuously. The problem is lack of top end talent, and if there was hitting to
supplement this group, it would be a different story.
Unfortunately, this is not a good hitting team at the moment.
Scott Harper looks close to ready, but is there any reason to start his arb clock this year?
Pierre Cordona is a decent player.
Elroy Hinson is still an above average catcher, but overpaid at this point.
After that it gets scary. Add in Vancouver’s park effect, and Mounties fans will be
starved for runs. They won’t be historically bad, because Schoeder isn’t the type to run out AA
and AAA guys as we have seen with some teams who haven’t bothered to try, but they will be
about as bad as a real big league team gets.
It’s not a bad time to be transitioning.
The FLH teams are hard to beat and there are four good to great teams in the Pacific.
Should Vancouver get talent for their remaining assets, you can easily see this team back
in it in 2-3 years. Prediction: 68-94
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Valencia Stars
General Manager: Lee Honigsfeld
FROM LAST YEAR: There was a time in
memory that the Valencia Stars were a
perennial contender. They made the playoffs
eight times in ten years, and were a rocksolid franchise. Those days are long ago and
forgotten by many: the Stars haven’t had a
winning record since 2023,

New Faces
LF Hector Valentin
LF Manuel Freyta
LF Juan Ramos

Players Gone
DH William McIntyre
RF Ivan Castillo
2B bob Chavarria
RP Jesus Paez
2B Luis Medina
RP Luis Velasquez
LF Arnaldo Scalia
RF James Kane
RF Edgar Leon
RP Juan Solis

We’ve gotten used to seeing rebuilding Valencia Stars teams.
2034 will be no different.
There just isn’t enough talent here to end a nine year streak of losing seasons. On paper,
Valencia looks a little better than previous editions, but that isn’t saying much. Last year’s squad
won 59 games. They won 80 in 2029, and 74 in 2026. Those are the high-water marks of the
last nine years.
They have failed to win 70 five times.
Even more frustratingly, they have one of the best pitchers in recent memory in his prime
in Mauro Flores, who seems destined to waste his career. The rest of the starting rotation seems
okay, but will give up a lot of home runs. The bullpen is alright, but not exciting.
Like most Stars teams of the last decade, this team can’t hit, though.
The only returning player that matters is Harlan
Moore, who is a glove first shortstop. Signee Manuel
Freyta is alright, but he moves ROY candidate Fred
Mahaffey out of left field, significantly decreasing his
value. Hector Valentin is another nice singing, but has
limited value being a DH, and would be a better fit for a
team that needs one more piece than a rebuilder.
No one else in the lineup scares anyone, and that’s a
bit of a problem.
There’s not a lot more to say about Valencia, unless
Angel Zalapa and Wilton Rivera make big jumps this year.
That’s possible, though, and then suddenly the
offense goes from “meh” to intriguing, even good.
There are some pitchers like Gerald Keynes and
Julian Randin in the minors, so 2035 could be very
interesting for Stars fans.
2034, not so sure. Prediction: 64-98
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How deep do some fans love their teams? How far will they go to cheer their beloved heroes on?
Des Moines GM Edward Murphy gives us an answer.

An Interview With Super Fan Elenor
What a crazy season it's been for the Kernels. If you have been watching the games on television
you have seen a familiar face, one known as one Super-Fan, Eleanor Rigby, who has garnered
even more attention than most. The season-ticket holder known as "Super Fan Eleanor" became
national news when TMZ blogged about her, and her "15 minutes of fame" continues as the
Kernels battle into the end of the season. The Ames resident took a few minutes with us to talk
about the Kernels, and what's it's like to be a sensation.

Collin Robert: Are you surprised by how viral your presence at Kernels games has gone this
season? You're just a mom who loves the team and drives to Des Moines for the games, right?
What's the big deal?
Eleanor Rigby: I am surprised! It's crazy! I'm just doing what I've always done. I love to go to
my favorite place, Flight 93 Memorial Park, to watch my favorite boys play my favorite game.
The only difference this year is that I'm doing it in the front row. To me, it isn't a big deal at all. I
think what keeps their attention is that fact that I am so passionate about the Kernels. Kernels
fans appreciate the fact that I drive one hour to games by myself, that I keep score, and that I
really get into the game! The Kernels are my life during baseball season, and I guess that shows
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when I'm at the games. I love them so much it hurts! And baseball is the greatest game on Earth!

CB: How far will the Kernels go this season?
ER: Oh don't ask me that question! I don't know! Whatever will be will be. If the Kernels are
playing their best ball, they can beat anyone. With Bird on the mound, and we're playing at
Flight 93 Memorial Park, that gives us a HUGE advantage. I'll be there cheering my you-knowwhat off, and, hopefully jumping up and down as much as I did last season. One thing's for sure,
Flight 93 Memorial Park can be rockin', and I'm excited to be a part of that! Just win baby!

CB: Who are you when you're not Super Fan Eleanor? Other than rooting for the Kernels,
what's a day in the life of Eleanor Rigby?
ER: During the season, my life pretty much revolves around the Kernels: I think, talk, and
breathe Kernels baseball. Everything else is on hold. During the off-season, I concentrate on my
responsibilities as a wife, mother, and employee. I do accounting work from my office at home
and I count the days until baseball season begins again!

CB: Who's your favorite Kernels player right now, and why?
ER: My favorite position player is William Moreland. I love his energy, his enthusiasm, his love
of the game, and the fact that he doesn't hold back. He has done more for this team than people
realize – or maybe they're beginning to realize it now. For a baseball team to be successful, they
need more than just skillful players, they need chemistry and love – they need to have fun! Sure,
the Kernels had some of that before Moreland, I love him! My favorite pitcher? Well, I think
everyone knows it's Julio ‘Slow Motion’ Negrete. Why Slow Motion? Because he came here 4
years ago from virtual obscurity, was thrusted
into the starting rotation and pitched his ass off!
He kept his head, cool cucumber that he is, and
did a great job. I loved that. Yes, he's had his
struggles, but when he's on, he has pinpoint
command and, oh I know the change-up is his
money pitch, but this year he also has a very sexy
curve. And I love a good curve!! What that pitch
does to me, I just can't even explain. It buckles
my knees! It's the way to my heart.

CB: Do any of the players or fans recognize you
at ballpark now? And is that cool or weird?
ER: Yes, I think the players recognize me now.
They acknowledge me once in a while. Moreland
gives me love from the dugout once in a while.
Fans ask me to take pictures with them after the
game. I've even signed a couple autographs! No, I
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don't think it's weird at all. It's been a lot of fun.

CB: Why do you love the Kernels so much?
ER: Is it because they hit home runs, because they're so exciting to watch, because they're damn
good at playing the game I love so much? Yes. But even more than that, it's because of what they
have as a team: the camaraderie, the love, the friendship, the togetherness.
My life is good. I have my family who I love very much. But I don't have many friends. I work
at home, alone, and I don't really have a social life outside of the ball park. So to be part of a
team! Oh how I long for that! When I'm sitting there in the front row, keeping score, cheering for
my boys, yelling to batter to be patient at the plate, screaming at Moreland to "Hit one out!"
knowing that they can hear me, and hoping that they appreciate my enthusiasm – I feel like I am
part of the team!
Being there at Flight 93 Memorial Park with my boys and with the fans calms my soul and
warms my heart. When I'm there I feel like I belong, like I'm home. Go Kernels!!
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Brewing Up Some Big Leaguers:

A Look at Munchen's Farm System at the End of the EBA
Pull up a seat, young’un. You see, back in the old days there was this thing called the European
Baseball Alliance, where they said washed up vets went to live the high life as an American
celebrity. And for so,e that was true. The EBA saw their share of 90 mile an hour Hall of the
Very Gooders.
But they were more than that—so much more. Ever heard of Eduardo Lopez? Dude came from
the EBA. The Tuna Baca debacle? The Savage bidding war? Oh, my young lad how the stories
rolled. In the old days, that EBA was a breeding ground for GMs, too…you’d be surprised at
where some of those guys went looking for baseball.
Against that backdrop, let’s tag along as Phoenix GM Sean Marko takes us on a tour of the
team he ran by listing a few of the guys that went through the Munchen system

When GM Sean Marko took over the Munchen Brauers in 2024, the franchise had just come
off of one of the most dominant runs in history. The club was an absolute juggernaut, not only
having made the playoffs seven seasons in a row, but even winning four consecutive EBA
Championships from 2019-2022.
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During that 2024 season, the club made the EBA playoffs one more time, but was quickly
eliminated. It was clear that the team's run of good fortune had come to an end, and rebuilding
was in order. This was the task of the new GM: to take a storied franchise on the way down and
turn it around as quickly as possible. This, of course, involves a process of drafting and signing
young prospects and developing them into big leaguers, ready for the next run at glory.
As we shall see, although the rebuilding process for Munchen took longer than was desirable, the
results were more than anyone could have anticipated. The Brauers had, by the end of the EBA
following the 2028 season, amassed a group of prospects that were not only miles above any
other European team, but would rival many BBA farm systems in the quality and quantity of
their young phenoms. In fact, many former Munchen products are franchise stars in the BBA,
and have won multiple awards in the process.
Naturally, Brauers GM Marko lobbied Brewster Commissioner Rectenwald to take his farm
system with him to Phoenix, but he was denied, and many of his former prospects now play for
other BBA teams. If any one Brewster team had developed all of these guys in four seasons, it
would be noteworthy. But for Munchen of the EBA to accomplish such a feat is simply
incredible.
So let's take a quick look at a few of the Brauers' prospects who were on the roster at the end of
2028, and are now plying their trade in the Brewster.
3B Chris Limon (5/6/7/9/8 Talents), Twin Cities
Limon signed on as a minor league free agent with Munchen before the 2023
season. He didn't have much of a future back then, with scouts seeing him as an
EBA minor leaguer at best. But he continued to develop, and worked his way up
through the rankings to eventually become the EBA's #1 prospect in April of
2028. He played about half a season for the Brauers before he was chosen in the
2029 BBA Expansion Draft by Twin Cities, who would go on to target a number
of Brauers to build their new franchise. Limon was named 2029 AAA League MVP while in the
River Monsters' system, was the BBA's #20 prospect in 2030, and has won Frick League Golden
Bat awards at 3B in 2032 and 2033.
SS Mark Wareham (7/5/7/11/5 Talents), Twin Cities
Mark signed a minor league contract with Munchen at the beginning of the 2025
EBA season. The scouts weren't high on him either, not even ranking him as high
as they had Limon two years earlier. But Wareham showed remarkable
development in the Brauers' system, and by the time he was with Twin Cities, he
had worked his way up to #6 prospect in all of the Brewster in 2030. He is
currently ranked as the #1 shortstop and #9 overall position player in the BBA.
Wareham has amassed 17.2 WAR in the equivalent of 3 seasons of play, and has won two FL
Golden Bat awards and a FL Zimmer glove award in his two full seasons of play for the
Monsters.
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CF Jayden Harsnett (7/7/7/9/5 Talents), Twin Cities
Harsnett was Munchen's first round pick in the 2028 EBA Draft, and hit very well
at the A (1.073 OPS) and AA (.963 OPS) levels of the organization. But Twin
Cities, who clearly know what they were doing in the Expansion Draft, targeted
the Brauers again and selected Harsnett. By the time 2030 rolled around, Jayden
was the starting CF for the club and enjoyed a 4 WAR season. Though he has been
dogged by numerous injury problems in recent seasons, Harsnett is still capable of
being a 4 star player if he can remain on the field.
CF Abdelwahab Kamade (8/8/4/5/8 Talents), Havana
Kamade, now a 4.5 star player for the Sugar Kings, had more humble origins as a
minor league free agent who signed with the Brauers before the 2027 season. He
spent two years toiling in the International Complex before being chosen by
Phoenix in the Expansion Draft. Two years after that, he was suddenly the #9
prospect in the Brewster, and then enjoyed a 3 WAR, JL Zimmer award winning
season for the Talons as a 20 year old. But Phoenix needed pitching, and
Kamade was shipped off to Havana in the Ignacio Rodriguez deal. He has since won his second
Zimmer with the Sugar Kings and recently signed a $13 million contract extension at age 23.
SS Tu-fu Yong (8/8/9/6/7 Talents), Phoenix
Yong was signed out of International Free Agency before the 2028 season by the
Brauers. That fall, he was taken from the Brauers' International Complex by
Phoenix in the Expansion Draft, one of the few prospects the franchise was able
to take with them to Arizona. Tu-fu worked his way through the Talons minor
league system, and when he was named the Brewster's #3 overall prospect in
spring of 2033, he was called up to the majors for good. This supremely talented
player is just getting started, and looks to be one of the better infielders in the league before long.
SP Norberto Leon (9/8/7 Talents), Charm City
Norberto Leon signed as an International FA in February of 2028, and was taken
in the expansion draft as an 18 year old nine months later. He worked his way up
to #12 BBA prospect by 2033, but a torn labrum derailed his plans for stardom.
He's healthy now and still has a chance to have a good career, but it will most
likely be in the bullpen.
SP Germao Traado (7/6/8 Talents), Havana
Traado signed a minor league deal with Munchen way back in 2022 as a 16 year
old. Taken by the Talons in the Expansion Draft, he was dealt a mere 3 days later
to Hawaii in the disasterous Floyd Carter trade. With the Tropics, he
immediately bumped in Stuff and Mobement, and ended up winning the AAA
Pitcher of the Year Award in 2029. Called up to the bigs the following season, he
was a mainstay in the Tropics' rotation for nearly three seasons before injuries
caught up to him. Traado was then traded to Havana near the 2033 deadline, where he went 7-1
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down the stretch and helped lead the Sugar Kings to the playoffs.
2B Felix Avila (6/5/6/9/7 Talents), Phoenix
Avila is the longest tenured Brauer/Talon, having signed with Munchen in 2022.
Considered a minor prospect when he went over to Phoenix, Avila has since
carved out a career as a 2B/RF, his best season being a 2.5 WAR, Zimmer award
winning campaign in 2031.

SP Roger Van Der Knapp (8/6/8 Talents), Edmonton
Van Der Knapp was drafted way back in 2022 by Munchen, in the 9th round no
less! Considered the EBA's 4th ranked prospect at the time of his 2029
expansion selection by the Jackrabbits, he has sinced toiled away as a back end
starter for the Edmonton franchise, with his highlight being a Zimmer award at
pitcher during the 2030 season. He is a valuable innings eater, having averaged
over 200 IP per year over the last four seasons.
SP Arturo Reyes (6/7/9 Talents), Charm City
Reyes was drafted by the Brauers in 2025, and rose to the #5 overall rank among
EBA prospects by the time the league folded for good. Rising quickly through
the Jimmies' ranks, he was an established member of the rotation by 2031 and
even recorded a 3.7 WAR season last year for Charm City.

C Allan MacHugh (5/6/7/10/4 Talents), Madison
As a Rule V pick by the Brauers in 2026, MacHugh was the #3 ranked EBA
prospect in 2027. Called up to the Brauers for 2028, he became and All Star and
a logical choice for the Talons to take with them to America. Shortly after the
expansion Talons began play in 2029, he was deal to to Madison in the Rupert
Grant trade. He has since become a capable backup catcher for the Wolves.
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Calgary GM, Kevin Dickson, is probably a fan of the horror genre. We can say that by looking
at the topic he’s chosen to take a look at. Then, again, it could just be me and my love for the
weird and speculative. Regardless, let’s follow Kevin around as he walks us through things that
go bump in the night…or, the daylight, depending on whether the game is a businessman’s
special or not.

We all know that Bopper Kengos is the all-time league hit leader and nobody playing today has
more than Frank Thomas III, but there is more than one way to get a hit. Mario Soriano and Joe
Wilcox are the best the league has ever produced. Yes I mean the men that not only are willing to
hit for their team, but get hit for their team. The all time league leaders in getting beaned. The
“Hit By Pitch Men!”
Nobody does a better job of this than Mario Soriano. The Pioneers center fielder
leads all BBA players, active or retired, with 288 HBP. He is likely to break the
300 mark this season. He is also only 4 hits short of 2500 so he could be our first
300/3000 man. Soriano was tied with Luke Jordan for the FL lead in 2033 with
22. He has led the FL 8 out of the last 9 years and twice has been hit over 30
times in a season. He is the career leader in HBP for both Calgary and
Omaha/Indy.
“What can I say, I don’t back down.” Soriano said. “If they want to hit me, I’ll
steal second and so it’s as good as a double. I hate going back to the bench, so
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any way I can get on base I will take.”
Soriano has 683 stolen bases, tops among active players. Amazingly enough he has never been
injured by a pitch.
Joe Wilcox will be playing with a new team this season, but he has given his heart
and his body to Hawaii. Wilcox is second all-time with 237 HBP. While he averages
a HBP every 30 PA like Soriano, he has a 1 to 7 HBP to Hit ratio, tops among
active players. He is the career leader with Hawaii, with double the number of Tim
McGraw who is third in BBA history with HBP. Wilcox has led the JL 4 out of the
last 6 seasons and has been hit 59 times over the past two.
“It is just part of the game. When I’m at the plate it’s mine,” said Wilcox. “Why
should I give them the inside part of the plate?”
The third active player that has a nose for the ball is Antonio Sanchez, who like Wilcox
will be looking for a new team. Sanchez is fourth, 6 behind Tim McGraw, with 212 HBP.
He should have no trouble passing him this year. Sanchez also has 552 homers which
accounts for many of his bean balls being intentional.
“Some of these guys, they no like that I hit the ball over the fence,” Sanchez said. “So
they hit me. I don’t care if they hit me, as long as it’s not in the head. I just go out and
hit another homer and make them mad again.”
When you look at the players willing to get hit for their team, very few are under 30. It seems the
younger players aren’t as tough as the veterans. Only SS Juan Rodriguez, most recently of LBC,
has triple digits with 101. However a player to keep your eye on is Mexico City right fielder Jose
Estrada. He is one of the league’s top power hitters with 136 HR over the past 3 seasons, but he
has been hit 82 times in his 5 year career. Maybe someday he will rank with Soriano, Wilcox and
Sanchez.
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From Hit-By-Pitch Studies to developing the BBA’s All-Canadian team, Calgary’s GM Kevin
Dickson is a thoroughly modern man. Let’s see what he’s got up his sleeves as he walks us
through the game north of the border.

Brewster Baseball Association teams are filled with players from around the globe. The league is
international with four teams in Canada, one in Mexico and one in Cuba. While most of the
players in the league come from the USA or Latin America, a fair number come from other
nations including Canada. In honor of our four Canadian teams, and since I run one of them, here
is our All Time All Canadian BBA Team
C - Tobias Kelly (.280/.372/.446, 290 HR, 1138 RBI) - One of two catchers with more than 2000
hits, Kelly spent most of his career with Omaha and Long Beach. A balanced hitter, Kelly’s
strength was getting on base. His career OBA was .372, pretty good for a catcher. His best year
was 2005 when he hit .320, one of the 3 times he made the All Star team.
1B- Jeff Wachowski (.317/.338/.420, 40 HR, 361 RBI), Jr.[/url] (.296/.332/.438, 174 HR, 717
RBI) - Canada has produced a surprisingly small number of quality first basemen. It may be the
country’s weakest position. Wachowski was a journeyman who played with 6 different teams
during his career and was always a solid contact hitter. Twice he surpassed 200 hits in a season
and his best year was 2014 when he hit .331 with 28 HR and 106 RBI. Wachowski was an All
Star 3 times.
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2B- Eric Thorne (.263/.333/.462, 256 HR, 914 RBI) - Thorne was a 5 time All Star for Chicago
between 2011 and 2016. He hit over 20 homers 8 times and drove in over 100 runs 3 times. His
best year was 2016 when he hit .290, 33 HR, 107 RBI. While never a Zimmer winner, Thorne
was always a solid glove at 2B and 3B.
3B- Jake Mills (.289/.355/.462, 252 HR, 1083 RBI) - Mills was a solid, but not spectacular, third
baseman for Mexico and Omaha. He amassed 2342 hits, 2nd among Canadians, and is the all
time Canadian leader in triples. The 2 time all star had his best year in 1998 hitting .268, 31 HR,
105 RBI.
SS- Paul Backstrom (.255/.293/.470, 276 HR, 761 RBI) - The only Canadian to win a Sawyer
Silk (.291/.378/.581, 478 HR, 1599 RBI) Award makes Backstrom the obvious choice for our
shortstop. He has also won 3 Puckett Awards at SS and made 3 all star teams while playing his
entire career in Hawaii. He is a power hitter, topping 30 HR 5 times in his career, with a best of
43. He won the Silk in 2026 while batting .277, 43 HR and 98 RBIs. He has more strikeouts than
hits and has never had over 100 RBIs, but he is the best Canada has sent to the BBA.
LF- Ed Mansfield (.284/.352/.459, 246 HR, 1075 RBI) - He broke in with Madison but played
longer with Louisville. Mansfield was a good all around bat with a great glove. He won 4
Zimmer Awards in LF and has more hits than any other Canadian outfielder. He had his best
season in 2014, one of two all star years, when he hit .313, 28 HR and 116 RBI. He also won the
Zimmer that year.
CF- Roland Carroll (.279/.385/.441, 192 HR, 806 RBI) - Carroll would probably hit lead off
since he has scored more runs and stolen more bases than any other Canadian. He split most of
his time between Calgary and Madison and was awarded 5 Zimmers in CF while with these
teams. More walks than strikeouts made Carroll an on base machine but he also got caught
stealing 46% of the time. His best year was Calgary in 2002 when he hit .317, 19 HR, 126 Runs
scored. Carroll might be in the Hall of Fame except he only played over 140 games once in his
last 10 years due to injuries.
RF- Bill Burkholder - Normally a left fielder or a center fielder we had to put him in right on our
team. With 2 Zimmers in LF and 5 all star game nods, we are sure he could handle it. Burkholder
played his whole 16 year career with Greenville and was one of the top power hitters to ever
come out of Canada. Averaging nearly 40 doubles a year, along with 30 homers, he had over 100
RBIs 6 times. His best season was in
2003 when he hit .283, 42 HR and
139 RBI.
DH- Maxwell Weiss (.226/.273/.369,
34 HR, 168 RBI), Jr - The all time
Canadian leader in hits, home runs,
runs batted in and strikeouts is catcher
Max Weiss. We think Kelly is the
better guy behind the plate so we put
Weiss at DH. The longest Weiss
played for one team was 4 years with
Greenville. He played for 7 teams,
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including 3 trips to Las Vegas, during his career while winning 2 Puckett Awards and being
named to 4 all star teams. His best year was in 2014 with Omaha when he hit .312, 27 HR and
119 RBIs. It was the only time he topped 100 RBIs.
So there is our lineup. It is filled with some pretty good players, but not a single HOFer in the
group. Several would have made a Hall of Very Good, but none have made it all the way. There
are however some youngsters that look promising. Madison’s Jon Mick (.276/.333/.506, 179 HR,
587 RBI) has hit 179 HR in 5 years and is only 28. Twin City shortstop Mark Wareham
(.253/.388/.418, 65 HR, 217 RBI) already has 2 Pucketts and a Zimmer at 25. New Orleans first
baseman Luke Pratt (.292/.341/.514, 70 HR, 218 RBI) got a late start, but his last 2 seasons have
been superb.
Now let’s look to the mound. We chose to select 3 SP and 2 RP. Most were not brainers
SP - Davey Acheson (248 - 141, 3.53 ERA, 1.21 WHIP, 3199 K) - Here we have our HOFer and
what a pitcher he was. Acheson spent most of his career in Las Vegas, helping them win 5
Landis trophies. His 248 wins rank 8th in league history. It is a surprise that he only won one
Nebraska Award, but he was named to the all star team 11 times. In his Nebraska winning 2005
he was 21-6, 2.52 ERA. He helped Calgary make their first playoff appearance in a long time,
when he went 15-9 in 2016 at the age of 39.
SP - Christian Nichols (152 - 103, 4.03 ERA, 1.27 WHIP, 1583 K) - A very good pitcher, but
only once an All Star, Nichols spent most of his career in Vancouver. Between 2005-2010 he
was one of the top pitchers in the league with a 100-52 record. He won 21 in 2005, but his best
year was probably 2007 when he was 19-8, 3.06 ERA.
SP - Jean-Philippe Tetreault - There was a big drop from the top two, but Tetreault will be our
third starter. He played mostly for Phoenix and squeezed most of his success in his 7 peak years.
A lefty, and it is always nice to have one, he had his best season in 2003 when he was 17-10,
2.75 ERA
RP - Jason Egan (119 - 111, 2.91 ERA, 1.14 WHIP, 1496 K) - You know you are pretty good
when they name an award after you. Egan is the all time BBA leader in saves with 753. The guy
in second has 585. Like Acheson, Eagan is a member of the BBA Hall of Fame. He won the top
reliever award that now bears his name 9 times. He was an all star 15 times and in 2007 he won
the Nebraska Award, the only reliever to ever do it. His best season? Pick one. In his 20 years
with Vancouver, Egan rewrote the record book.
RP- Marc Jutras (49 - 68, 3.23 ERA, 1.17 WHIP, 980 K) - Our second reliever will be Jutras, a 3
time All Star and winner of the Egan Award in 2012. He spent most of his career closing out
games with Montreal, but his best year came in 2016 when he spent part of the year in Montreal
and finished it in Yellow Springs. He saved 47 games and posted a 1.55 ERA, both career bests.
So there you have it. Our first all national team and until the next time, Eh!
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If there’s a Holy Grail for OOTP GM’s, it’s almost certainly pitching. How to find it, how to
judge it, and how to use it. Last year’s issue of the Media Guide included a dissertation on the
use of rotation by committee. (That almost worked, didn’t it?)
This time, though, Havana GM Randy Weigand takes us through a momentous exercise of
looking at exactly how BBA GMs actually use pitchers, touches on some of the best in the
game (looking at game scores), and suggests that maybe the wrong guy won the Frick League
version of the Nebraska last season.
So, hitch up the feed bag and maybe call down to the pen for this one…it’s going to be an
interesting ride.

Evaluating pitchers is both an art and a science, and there is no true right way to do it.
Everyone has their own method for figuring out who the five best guys are at throwing a
tiny white ball over a shiny white pentagon 60 feet, 6 inches away, and oftentimes there
can be massive disagreements over who is right.
With the obscene amount of money that can be handed out to top guys, I figured it was
worth a deep dive to figure out where the value is, and who the top guys truly are.
So, this article will breakdown of how starting pitching was used in the 2033 season of the
Brewster, and just as importantly, how it performed. [Editor’s note: if you’re the kind of
person who loves charts and graphs—and let’s face it, we’re all geeks, right?—then this one
is so, so, so for you.
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BUT FIRST: TIDBITS!
Before we delve into how the individual pitchers stacked up, let’s look at a few tidbits I
found interesting. Things like:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The average start in the Brewster for the 2033
season consisted of 6.19 IP, 97.5 pitches and a GS of
49.43.
The gap in Avg GS from the #1-#2 team is bigger
than the gap from #2-#12.
There were more negative game scores (14) than
game scores of 90+ (13)
2 pitchers recorded multiple game scores of 90+
1 pitcher recorded a season average of 60+
8 pitchers averaged 7+ IP/start
9 teams averaged 100+ pitches/start
7 teams averaged less than 6 IP/start
3 of the top 10 teams (5,6,9) in avg/GS did not make
the playoffs
2 teams with an avg/GS below the league average
made the playoffs
49 pitchers averaged 100+ pitches/start
2 teams averaged less than 90 pitches/start

Methodology:
Warning, this section will likely make your
eyes glaze over with boredom, but it is
important I promise!! I compiled every start
made from every team and pulled the
following information from it: date, starter,
innings pitched (IP), pitches, game score
(GS), opponent, location, game result and
decision. From there I kept an average of
every pitcher who started a game this season,
and crunched the numbers for various
different rankings in a spreadsheet format. For
rankings based on individual games, every
start was eligible, but for ranking pitchers
based on their season long performance, a
minimum of 25 starts was required, which left
a pool of 96 pitchers.
DISCLAIMER: in collecting the data, small
numbers of information was corrupted, and so
I do not have all the information for every
team. The data missing is very small, and
should not have a measurable impact on the
overall numbers.

PLAYER ANALYSIS:
Alright enough with the preliminaries, lets get into some of the
rankings.
I’ll start by listing the top 10 overall for each individual player
ranking and then also list the top 10 in each league (with their
overall ranking listed as well).
Not content, there, I’ll also list the bottom 10 for each category
as well. For teams it will be the same, except top 5 instead of 10.
Of course, it stars on the next page. [grin]
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TOP 10 Pitchers: Average Game Score:
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OVERALL

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Jubal Troop (MTL)- 60.47

Jubal Troop (MTL)- 60.47 (1)

Mauro Flores (VAL)- 59.67 (2)

Mauro Flores (VAL)- 59.67

Freddy Delgado (NO)- 59.65 (3)

Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 59.48 (4)

Freddy Delgado (NO)- 59.65

Hector Amaral (NO)- 58.83 (7)

Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 59.21 (5)

Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 59.48

Arthur Dempster (RCK)- 56.82 (10)

Cisco Morales (CAL)- 59.18 (6)

Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 59.21

Julio Velasco (LV)- 56.50 (12)

Lawrence LaLoosh (YS9)- 57.94 (8)

Cisco Morales (CAL)- 59.18

Sam Romero (LV)- 56.17 (15)

Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 56.97 (9)

Hector Amaral (NO)- 58.83

Dan Cannon (ATC)- 55.67 (18)

Ricardo Diaz (CAL)- 56.73 (11)

Lawrence LaLoosh (YS9)- 57.94

Ruben Nunez (JAX)- 55.63 (19)

Adam Barnard (OMA)- 56.20 (13)

Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 56.97

Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 55.06 (22)

Jimmy Greenwood (LBC)- 56.18 (14)

Arthur Dempster (RCK)- 56.82

Leon Ramirez (BRK/HAV)- 55.04 (23)

Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 55.91 (16)

TOP 10 Pitchers: Average IP/Start:
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OVERALL

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 7.96

Antonio Correa (ATC)- 7.46 (2)

Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 7.96 (1)

Antonio Correa (ATC)- 7.46

Sam Romero (LV)- 7.30 (3)

Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 7.11 (7)

Sam Romero (LV)- 7.30

Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 7.26 (4)

Travis Arnold (TWC)- 6.93 (12)

Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 7.26

Julio Velasco (LV)- 7.25 (5)

Lambert Snabel (OMA)- 6.88 (13)

Julio Velasco (LV)- 7.25

Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.23 (6)

Lawrence LaLoosh (YS9)- 6.78 (15)

Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.23

Freddy Delgado (NO)- 7.06 (8)

Jaime Mercado (CAL)- 6.77 (16)

Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 7.11

Jubal Troop (MTL)- 6.99 (9)

Julio Negrete (DSM)- 6.76 (17)

Freddy Delgado (NO)- 7.06

Ruben Nunez (JAX)- 6.96 (10)

Chris Kelly (TWC)- 6.76 (18)

Jubal Troop (MTL)- 6.99

Germao Traado (HAW/HAV)- 6.94 (11)

Rodger van der Knaap (EDM)- 6.75 (20)

Ruben Nunez (JAX)- 6.96

Jose Morales (BRK)- 6.82 (14)

Luis Espinoza (SEA/VAN)- 6.71 (23)

TOP 10 Pitchers: Average Pitches/Start:
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OVERALL

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 118.91

Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 118.91 (1)

Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 112.45 (2)

Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 112.45

Antonio Correa (ATC)- 111.00 (3)

Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU)- 110.06 (5)

Antonio Correa (ATC)- 111.00

Freddy Delgado (NO)- 110.46 (4)

Rodger van der Knapp (EDM)- 109.74 (6)

Freddy Delgado (NO)- 110.46

Sam Romero (LV)- 108.17 (7)

Anastasio Quintana (LOU)- 107.20 (10)

Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU)- 110.06

Jubal Troop (MTL)- 107.88 (8)

Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 106.68 (13)

Rodger van der Knapp (EDM)- 109.74

Jon Reed (HAV)- 107.72 (9)

Chris Kelly (TWC)- 106.06 (15)

Sam Romero (LV)- 108.17

Jon Chandler (BRK)- 106.93 (11)

Lambert Snabel (OMA)- 105.96 (16)

Jubal Troop (MTL)- 107.88

Jody Nunez (HAV)- 106.70 (12)

Travis Arnold (TWC)- 105.00 (20)

Jon Reed (HAV)- 107.72

Jose Morales (BRK)- 106.07 (14)

Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 104.28 (24)

Anastasio Quintana (LOU)- 107.20

Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 105.84 (17)

Julio Alicea (SEA)- 103.81 (25)
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Bottom 10 Pitchers: Average Game Score:
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OVERALL

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Juan Jose Ornelas (SA)- 37.34

Juan Jose Ornelas (SA)- 37.34 (1)

Johnny Morin (EDM)- 44.10 (2)

Johnny Morin (EDM)- 44.10

Kidanu Cherono (NSH)- 44.12 (3)

Adam Coughlan (EDM)- 44.53 (5)

Kidanu Cherono (NSH)- 44.12

Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 44.47 (4)

Lorenzo Pena (MEX)- 44.86 (6)

Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 44.47

Billy Chapel Jr. (PHX)- 45.10 (7)

Marcos Villegas (MAD)- 46.07 (14)

Adam Coughlan (EDM)- 44.53

Harry Considine (PHX)- 45.16 (8)

Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 47.16 (17)

Lorenzo Pena (MEX)- 44.86

Jose Cisneros (SA)- 45.30 (9)

Ramon Garza (LOU)- 47.19 (19)

Billy Chapel Jr. (PHX)- 45.10

Bob Corrigan (PHX)- 45.35 (10)

Luis Espinoza (SEA/VAN)- 47.21 (20)

Harry Considine (PHX)- 45.16

Jon Chandler (BRK)- 45.70 (11)

Jorge Ortiz (VAL)- 47.61 (24)

Jose Cisneros (SA)- 45.30

Andre Georges (RCK)- 45.75 (12)

Taisuke Suzuki (EDM)- 47.64 (25)

Bob Corrigan (PHX)- 45.35

Conan Harris (BRK)- 45.76 (13)

Paul Ferrell (CLG)- 47.75 (26)

Bottom 10 Pitchers: Average IP/Start:
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OVERALL

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Conan Harris (BRK)- 4.81

Conan Harris (BRK)- 4.81 (1)

Jake Dickson (CLG)- 5.00 (2)

Jake Dickson (CLG)- 5.00

Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 5.57 (6)

Cris Rios (MEX)- 5.32 (3)

Cris Rios (MEX)- 5.32

Jesus Ramos (LV/MTL)- 5.61 (10)

Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 5.34 (4)

Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 5.34

Jose Cisneros (SA)- 5.64 (11)

Adam Coughlan (EDM)- 5.51 (5)

Adam Coughlan (EDM)- 5.51

Kidanu Cherono (NSH)- 5.66 (12)

Dan West (VAN)- 5.58 (7)

Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 5.57

Alex Lopez (MTL)- 5.69 (13)

Alberto Sanchez (YS9)- 5.60 (8)

Dan West (VAN)- 5.58

Harry Considine (PHX)- 5.74 (15)

Rick Ward (YS9)- 5.61 (9)

Alberto Sanchez (YS9)- 5.60

Jesus Tonche (JAX)- 5.79 (16)

Lorenzo Pena (MEX)- 5.73 (14)

Rick Ward (YS9)- 5.61

Mike Bailey (MTL)- 5.80 (17)

Tim Oliver (YS9)- 5.82 (18)

Jesus Ramos (LV/MTL)- 5.61

Leon Ramirez (BRK/HAV)- 5.87 (19)

Paul Ferrell (CLG)- 5.87 (20)

Bottom 10 Pitchers: Average Pitches/Start:
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OVERALL

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Conan Harris (BRK)- 83.40

Conan Harris (BRK)- 83.40 (1)

Jake Dickson (CLG)- 85.24 (2)

Jake Dickson (CLG)- 85.24

Jose Cisneros (SA)- 87.93 (5)

Alberto Sanchez (YS9)- 86.40 (3)

Alberto Sanchez (YS9)- 86.40

Harry Considine (PHX)- 88.13 (6)

Dan West (VAN)- 87.40 (4)

Dan West (VAN)- 87.40

Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 88.40 (7)

Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 88.77 (8)

Jose Cisneros (SA)- 87.93

Jesus Ramos (LV/MTL)- 90.12 (10)

Rick Ward (YS9)- 88.81 (9)

Harry Considine (PHX)- 88.13

Arturo Reyes (CCJ)- 91.46 (13)

Cris Rios (MEX)- 90.52 (11)

Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 88.40

Mike Bailey (MTL)- 91.73 (15)

Adam Barnard (OMA)- 90.80 (12)

Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 88.77

Martin Ssempa (PHX/JAX)- 92.35 (17)

Manuel Ramirez (VAN)- 91.70 (14)

Rick Ward (YS9)- 88.81

Jesus Tonche (JAX)- 92.55 (18)

Enrique Gomez (MAD)- 91.76 (16)

Jesus Ramos (LV/MTL)- 90.12

Kidanu Cherono (NSH)- 92.91 (20)

Pepe Castillo (LBC)- 92.91 (19)
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INDIVIDUAL GAME SUPERLATIVES:
Now that we have broken out the pitchers based on a full season, lets take a look at the best
(and worst) individual performances over the course of the season. Unless otherwise
noted, we will be taking the top and bottom 20 for each list including ties.

TOP 20 Performances: Game Score:
RANK NAME
Bobby Lynch
1
Mauro Flores
2
Heinrich Peithner
3
Alfredo Contreras
3
Freddy Delgado
3
Jaime Mercado
3
Aurelio Fernandez
7
Anastasio Quintana
7
Bob Corrigan
7
Jon Reed
10
Mauro Flores
10
Arthur Dempster
10
Jon Reed
10
Cisco Morales
14
Don Bird
14
Cristobal Hernandez
16
Leon Ramirez
16
Hector Amaral
18
Nicholas Sutton
18
Hector Amaral
18
Sergio Franco
18
Jubal Troop
18
Feliciano Rafael
18

TEAM DATE

OPPONENT IP

PITCHES GS

EDM

14 July

DSM

9

102

95

VAL

11 April

DSM

9

117

93

HNT

06 April

PHX

9

104

92

SEA

18 April

@MEX

9

110

92

NO

17 July

CLG

9

107

92

CAL

06 September

EDM

8.33

102

92

VAL

06 June

CLG

9

105

91

LOU

13 August

NSH

9

107

91

PHX

30 September

SA

10

111

91

HAV

14 April

@PHX

9

131

90

VAL

13 May

EDM

9

113

90

RCK

13 June

NO

8.66

106

90

HAV

24 August

HAW

9

98

90

CAL

01 May

EDM

9

105

89

DSM

12 June

EDM

9

103

89

CLG

27 June

EDM

9

111

88

HAV

28 August

HNT

8.66

123

88

NO

14 April

HAW

9

106

87

ATC

02 May

@NO

9

96

87

NO

04 May

VAL

9

110

87

NO

25 June

HAW

9

136

87

MTL

28 July

SA

9

111

87

HAV

11 September

PHX

9

116

87
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Bottom 20 Performances: Game Score:
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
8
8
12
13
13
15
15
15
15
15
15

NAME

TEAM

DATE

OPPONENT

IP

PITCHES

GS

Jaime Moreno

HNT

16 July

MTL

6

147

-23

Rodger van der
Knaap
Juan Jose Ornelas

EDM

28 August

@CLG

6

135

-13

SA

24 June

PHX

3.33

103

-11

Jaime Moreno

HNT

12 April

@SA

2.33

79

-9

Esteban Gil

LBC

02 May

MEX

3

75

-8

Anastasio Quintana

LOU

01 Jun

TWC

2.33

103

-7

Mike Davis

HAW

14 September

@CCJ

3

102

-6

Don Bird

DSM

01 April

MTL

4.66

100

-4

Joe Clements

OMA

21 May

@YS9

5.33

126

-4

Bob Corrigan

PHX

21 June

@MTL

5.33

126

-4

Mario Gonzalez

BRK

10 September

RCK

3.33

94

-4

Phil Spencer

SA

30 May

LV

3.33

100

-2

Cesar Martinez

SA

03 April

VAN

4.33

81

-1

Mei-shan Ngui

SA

08 September

@JAX

4

94

-1

Martin Pacheco

PHX

17 April

JAX

5.66

136

1

Natraj Dewar

NSH

05 June

MTL

2.66

82

1

Luis Ortega

NO

15 June

@RCK

3.66

76

1

Bob Corrigan

PHX

10 July

@ATC

6.33

117

1

Johnny Morin

EDM

27 July

@TWC

2

63

1

Chin Kim

LV

15 August

@HAV

4.33

110

1

TOP 20 Performances: Pitches Thrown:
RANK
1
2
3
3
5
6
7
8
8
10
10
12
12
12
12
16
16
18
18
18
18
18

NAME

TEAM DATE

OPPONENT IP

PITCHES GS

Abe Colbert Jr.

LOU

SEA

9

170

66

Abe Colbert Jr.

LOU

DSM

8

150

69

Jose Reyes

OMA

09
September
20
September
15 April

LOU

8

147

6

Jaime Moreno

HNT

16 July

MTL

6

147

-23

Johnny Morin

EDM

19 April

TWC

8.33

145

63

Jubal Troop

MTL

14 April

BRK

9

144

70

Troy Downey

OMA

29 July

@DSM

8

142

69

Troy Downey

OMA

20 June

TWC

8

140

60

Abe Colbert Jr.

LOU

21 August

@CAL

8

140

66

Rafael Morales

NO

16 May

HAV

7

139

25

Troy Downey

OMA

04 August

MAD

9

139

76

Tony Canales

CCJ

05 April

@MTL

9

138

56

Chris Brown

MTL

28 April

@BRK

9

138

60

Johnny Morin

EDM

16 July

DSM

9

138

61

Johnny Morin

EDM

13 August

LV

9

138

58

Jubal Troop

MTL

19 April

HAW

9

137

84

Manuel Pena

HAV

28 April

NO

8

137

56

Johnny Morin

EDM

01 May

@CAL

6.66

137

44

Jubal Troop

MTL

06 May

@LOU

7

137

57

Jody Nunez

HAV

10 May

MTL

7.33

137

53

Jody Nunez

HAV

21 August

JAX

8.66

137

64

Abe Colbert Jr.

LOU

27 August

@MEX

7.66

137

41
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TEAM RANKINGS:
The next item we will be looking at is team rankings in the three major categories. I have
broken this down by division, with the overall Brewster ranking listed in parentheses. This
takes into account every game started by that team, not just by qualified starting pitchers.

Teams By League: Average Game Score
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Havana Sugar Kings- 53.03 (2)

California Crusaders- 55.59 (1)

New Orleans Crawdads- 52.86 (3)

Omaha Hawks- 52.25 (5)

Las Vegas Hustlers- 52.44 (4)

Yellow Springs Nine- 52.09 (6)

Atlantic City Gamblers- 51.74 (7)

Louisville Sluggers- 51.58 (8)

Rockville Pikemen- 50.91 (9)

Madison Wolves- 50.67 (11)

Montreal Blazers- 50.75 (10)

Calgary Pioneers- 50.65 (12)

Jacksonville Hurricanes- 50.25 (15)

Twin Cities River Monsters- 50.39 (13)

Charm City Jimmies- 48.80 (16)

Vancouver Mounties- 50.25 (14)

Hawaii Tropics- 47.57 (22)

Mexico City Aztecs- 48.47 (17)

Brooklyn Robins- 47.33 (23)

Seattle Storm- 48.19 (18)

Phoenix Talons- 46.50 (25)

Valencia Stars- 48.06 (19)

Huntsville Phantoms- 45.84 (26)

Edmonton Jackrabbits- 47.96 (20)

Nashville Goats- 43.65 (27)

Des Moines Kernels- 47.62 (21)

San Antonio Outlaws- 41.70 (28)

Long Beach Surfers- 47.01 (24)

Teams By League: Average IP/Start
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Las Vegas Hustlers- 6.72 (2)

Omaha Hawks- 6.79 (1)

Havana Sugar Kings- 6.64 (3)

Seattle Storm- 6.59 (5)

Atlantic City Gamblers- 6.61 (4)

Twin Cities River Monsters- 6.56 (6)

New Orleans Crawdads- 6.47 (8)

California Crusaders- 6.55 (7)

Hawaii Tropics- 6.25 (11)

Des Moines Kernels- 6.42 (9)

Phoenix Talons- 6.21 (12)

Louisville Sluggers- 6.30 (10)

Charm City Jimmies- 6.20 (13)

Edmonton Jackrabbits- 6.14 (16)

Jacksonville Hurricanes- 6.19 (14)

Calgary Pioneers- 6.11 (18)

Huntsville Phantoms- 6.16 (15)

Madison Wolves- 6.08 (19)

Montreal Blazers- 6.12 (17)

Valencia Stars- 6.05 (20)

Rockville Pikemen- 6.03 (21)

Yellow Springs Nine- 5.90 (22)

Brooklyn Robins- 5.88 (23)

Vancouver Mounties- 5.80 (25)

Nashville Goats- 5.84 (24)

Mexico City Aztecs- 5.62 (26)

San Antonio Outlaws- 5.56 (27)

Long Beach Surfers- 5.49 (28)
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Teams By League: Pitches/Start
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Havana Sugar Kings- 107.54 (1)

Seattle Storm- 103.21 (2)

Las Vegas Hustlers- 102.68 (4)

Omaha Hawks- 103.11 (3)

New Orleans Crawdads- 101.07 (6)

Twin Cities River Monsters- 102.53 (5)

Atlantic City Gamblers- 100.78 (8)

Edmonton Jackrabbits- 100.85 (7)

Phoenix Talons- 99.46 (11)

Louisville Sluggers- 100.71 (9)

Huntsville Phantoms- 98.21 (14)

Des Moines Kernels- 99.83 (10)

Montreal Blazers- 96.96 (15)

California Crusaders- 98.80 (12)

Hawaii Tropics- 96.64 (16)

Valencia Stars- 98.69 (13)

Brooklyn Robins- 95.64 (17)

Yellow Springs Nine- 94.44 (22)

Nashville Goats- 95.63 (18)

Madison Wolves- 94.22 (23)

Jacksonville Hurricanes- 95.57 (19)

Calgary Pioneers- 94.21 (24)

Rockville Pikemen- 95.55 (20)

Mexico City Aztecs- 92.63 (25)

Charm City Jimmies- 94.48 (21)

Vancouver Mounties- 89.39 (27)

San Antonio Outlaws- 90.17 (26)

Long Beach Surfers- 86.41 (28)

OPPONENT RANKINGS:
Now that we have broken down how each team has performed, lets flip and examine how
everyone performed against a particular team. These rankings break down performances
against the team listed. [Editor’s Note: I mean, why the hell not, eh?]

Teams By League: Average Game Score Against
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Nashville Goats- 53.36 (2)

Edmonton Jackrabbits- 56.64 (1)

Hawaii Tropics- 52.96 (4)

Mexico City Aztecs- 53.30 (3)

Huntsville Phantoms- 52.42 (6)

Omaha Hawks- 52.47 (5)

Phoenix Talons- 50.86 (11)

Vancouver Mounties- 52.28 (7)

San Antonio Outlaws- 49.88 (12)

Valencia Stars- 52.10 (8)

Atlantic City Gamblers- 49.56 (13)

California Crusaders- 51.30 (9)

Rockville Pikemen- 48.72 (14)

Des Moines Kernels- 50.98 (10)

Charm City Jimmies- 48.58 (15)

Long Beach Surfers- 48.44 (17)

Brooklyn Robins- 48.48 (16)

Louisville Sluggers- 48.38 (18)

New Orleans Crawdads- 48.09 (19)

Calgary Pioneers- 47.38 (20)

Havana Sugar Kings- 46.60 (22)

Madison Wolves- 47.25 (21)

Montreal Blazers- 46.12 (25)

Yellow Springs Nine- 46.55 (23)

Jacksonville Hurricanes- 45.58 (26)

Seattle Storm- 46.51 (24)

Las Vegas Hustlers- 42.41 (28)

Twin Cities River Monsters- 45.40 (27)
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Teams By League: Average IP/Start Against
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Nashville Goats- 6.59 (2)

Vancouver Mounties- 6.67 (1)

Huntsville Phantoms- 6.38 (6)

Mexico City Aztecs- 6.55 (3)

Brooklyn Robins- 6.36 (8)

Edmonton Jackrabbits- 6.51 (4)

Montreal Blazers- 6.32 (9)

Calgary Pioneers- 6.44 (5)

Rockville Pikemen- 6.30 (10)

Valencia Stars- 6.37 (7)

Hawaii Tropics- 6.29 (11)

Omaha Hawks- 6.27 (12)

San Antonio Outlaws- 6.23 (13)

Louisville Sluggers- 6.19 (16)

New Orleans Crawdads- 6.20 (14)

Yellow Springs Nine- 6.14 (17)

Phoenix Talons- 6.19 (15)

California Crusaders- 6.13 (18)

Atlantic City Gamblers- 6.05 (19)

Des Moines Kernels- 6.04 (21)

Charm City Jimmies- 6.05 (20)

Madison Wolves- 6.00 (22)

Havana Sugar Kings- 5.93 (25)

Long Beach Surfers- 5.93 (23)

Jacksonville Hurricanes- 5.89 (26)

Seattle Storm- 5.93 (24)

Las Vegas Hustlers- 5.87 (27)

Twin Cities River Monsters- 5.38 (28)

Teams By League: Average Pitches/Start Against
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

JOHNSON LEAGUE

FRICK LEAGUE

Phoenix Talons- 100.75 (1)

Vancouver Mounties- 99.49 (3)

Huntsville Phantoms- 100.38 (2)

California Crusaders- 98.67 (4)

Charm City Jimmies- 98.65 (5)

Des Moines Kernels- 98.33 (7)

Hawaii Tropics- 98.54 (6)

Louisville Sluggers- 97.77 (10)

Montreal Blazers- 97.99 (8)

Omaha Hawks- 97.72 (11)

Havana Sugar Kings- 97.87 (9)

Long Beach Surfers- 97.23 (14)

San Antonio Outlaws- 97.72 (12)

Seattle Storm- 97.06 (16)

New Orleans Crawdads- 97.55 (13)

Calgary Pioneers- 96.52 (19)

Nashville Goats- 97.15 (15)

Madison Wolves- 96.52 (20)

Atlantic City Gamblers- 97.02 (17)

Edmonton Jackrabbits- 96.48 (21)

Jacksonville Hurricanes- 96.54 (18)

Valencia Stars- 96.20 (22)

Las Vegas Hustlers- 95.20 (24)

Twin Cities River Monsters- 95.90 (23)

Rockville Pikemen- 94.96 (26)

Yellow Springs Nine- 95.20 (25)

Brooklyn Robins- 94.02 (28)

Mexico City Aztecs- 94.39 (27)

And, with that, as Elmer Fudd would say, tha-thathat’s all folks. Please join me in thanking Randy for
doing this amazing work!
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If there’s anything more controversial among OOTP geeks than pitcher usage, it might be
injuries. The boards are full of angst, something like 50% coming from San Antonio. Come along
with me as I take a glance at just how bad—or good?—it is.

Injuries are killing us!
Ever since V18 changed things, the game is a meat-grinder!
My trainer’s table looks like a war scene!
Yes, we’ve all heard the battle cries and the horror stories. It’s enough to make you think
we’re in a Quentin Tarantino flick.
But, really, how bad is it? How often are BBA players getting hurt, and what’s different in
the versions? What are the chances of being able to get out of a season with nothing bad
happening? What’s it all about, Alfie?
So I gathered data on every injury created in 2029 and 2030 (when the game was played on
v17), and every injury in 2031 and 2033 (when the game was played on v18). The observant of
you will notice that I did not include 2032. This is because I was an idiot and forgot to save off
the injury report that season. So, as Tricky Dick would say, uh, sorry about that gap.
I’ve got data on pitchers, and data on catchers. Data on outfielders, infielders, and bullpen
aces … you name it, I got it. Day-to-day stints? You betcha. Setbacks? Yup. Guys just flat-out
unable to play? Indubitably! I’ve got more data than you can shake a stick at, and to be honest,
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more data than maybe I know how to analyze. But, of course, I’m going to try. So, buckle up the
seatbelts and bring out the scalpels. We’re going in, and we’re going in hard.

So, what’s the answer? Is v18 killing our players?
The answer is: Yes. And No.
Sorry about that, but the real answer depends on how you view a few things.
Let me explain.
To answer this question I split each year into the raw number of DTD injuries and injuries
that cost players real downtime, regardless of how long any of them were. Here’s the result:
Quick Injury Take #1:

All total, we’re looking at 983 injuries in the two v17 years and
1,764 injuries in the v18 years: A decent sample size, but still probably
not quite statistically significant. Regardless, while injuries rose in
v18, the number of BBA players who lost hard time dropped by 23%
(656 down to 506). This is good news, of course. But look at those
DTD numbers! That’s a 285% increase! In other words, our beloved
players are suffering a lot more bumps and bruises, but are not losing
time like they once did.

Some DTD
injuries also result in
lost time. I don’t see
any systemic way to study
how BBA teams use the DL
regarding DTD injuries. My
own team tends to use it
liberally for all injuries of
more than a few day, but I
can’t confirm that with hard
data, nor can I tell tendencies
around the league.

My personal view on this is that the v18 changes are probably more realistic than the model
in v17, but that’s a discussion in which rational people can hold different views on.
At the end of the day, though, it means v18 presents the GM with several more decisions and
issues to deal with—especially if you’re like me and tend to use the DL a lot for semi-long Dayto-Day bumps and bruises, especially for pitchers. It means, perhaps, that v18 rewards depth and
prudent use of options and part-time players.
Next, I got to wondering about the injury profile across a season.
As in, do players get hurt more often in spring training, or do they get hurt more in cold
months, or in the dog days of summer?
It struck me that I could use this data to look into that.
So that’s where I headed next.
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Is there a difference as to when injuries occur in V18 vs. V17?
My general view before doing this
was that injuries spike in the spring, then
get less as the season goes on. To a
degree, this is true: the spring spike is
there in both versions, but in v18 the
overall rate of injuries then settles and
seems to rise as the year progresses. To
look at this, I tabulated all injuries by the
month they occurred. The chart here
suggests that v17 had a fairly
homogenous injury rate across all time,
but that v18 appears to have that same
homogenous rate for hard injuries
(dropped a little), but has spike of DTD
injuries in spring training, then perhaps ramps up DTD injuries over the year. The data is a little
noisy, so it’s hard to say that for sure.
From a personal point of view, this again seems
reasonable—though again, reasonable minds can disagree. I’m
not sure if there’s research to say what a true profile should be,
but I can buy an argument that bumps and bruises accumulate
and get worse over the year while more serious injuries depend
mostly on exposure rate (which stays steady over the year..

Quick Injury Take #2:
Note the drop in v18
injuries in July, which is the
month of the three-day AllStar break. Totally makes sense.

But, MY Team is Totally Snakebit!
Yeah, I know. All this stuff is interesting, but what we all want to see is that our teams are
the ones getting totally destroyed here, right? I mean, let’s get serious. It’s all about us. We know
in our hearts that OOTP has it out for us and only us, and that Genius never has anything bad
happen to his Sluggers.
Right.
I took this data and cut it by team and year.
Then tabulated it by total injuries over both years of each version, and sorted by v18.
Here’s the list:
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You can pick a lot of stories out of this data. Twin Cities and Havana have had it tough
overall, but several teams have had more players lose time than Twin Cities. Nashville led the
league with 30 players losing time over the two seasons. Havana and Louisville are up there. On
the better side, California and Mexico City lost hard time from only 10 players over the v18
period.
There are others here, too.
Note Jacksonville in 2018 had 33 total injuries, 16 resulting in lost time (Leading the league
with Louisville). They struggled into the playoffs, though, and were relatively healthy by the
time they made it to the Landis. Perhaps a healthy season would have seen them take the JLA
division outright?
Or, compare the lines for v17 and v18 (realizing these are two season compilations) and you
see exactly how the version differences have potentially driven the need for organizational depth.
A 25 man roster is no longer good enough, dudes. Crank up the 40 man, I say! Crank it up!
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What Are Players Doing To Get Hurt?
Let’s open things up and have a little fun. What kind of things are guys doing when they get
themselves dinged up? For this I focused on the two v18 years…and got what you might expect:
Pitching is hard on folks. Running the bases is next, then playing defense.
I thought it was interesting that about 20% of players HBP lost time.
We had 59 setbacks. More on them later. Then we get to the fun items.

You know I can’t leave those last ones alone.
Here’s the list of weird injuries over the v18 seasons:
Year

Team

Pos

Player

Timing

2031

Brooklyn

SP

Drees Geestman

running away from the police.

2031

Calgary

1B

Rupert Grant

awkwardly picking up his child.

2033

Charm City

RP

Arturo Cruz

mugged on a subway.

2031

Havana

RP

José Rivera

running through his neighborhood to keep in shape.

2031

Las Vegas

SS

Santiago Aguilar

train accident.

2031

Louisville

1B

Sandro Trujillo

scratched by a cat.

2031

Madison

SS

Gunnar Schutte

heroically rescued neighbors from a house fire.

2031

New Orleans

C

Rick Williams

throwing batting practice for a Little League game.

2031

New Orleans

SS

Fred Hernández

2033

Phoenix

SS

Oliver Cabrera

girlfriend beat him up.
landing awkwardly when he celebrated his best
friend getting married.

2033

Rockville

CF

Gabriel Delgado

awkwardly picking up his child.

2031

San Antonio

C

Jim Mayer

bowling with his teammates.
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So, Who Gets Injured Doing What To Who?
Say that three times quickly, why don’t you?
Here’s your danger matrix by position.
As far as position players are concerned, it’s probably no surprise that center field leads the
hit parade, but right field was right behind. No idea if that’s just an aberration in the data or what.
Much of the CF’s “lead” is that they got HBP more, so I have to think the difference is random
noise there.

Note also that it’s middle infielders who get hurt in collisions at a base the most—which
seems only natural.

No One Said There Would Be Setbacks
Okay, actually, I did say we would look at setbacks. Here are all setbacks that occurred in the
four seasons. So, yeah, while the rate of hard-loss injury has dropped in v18 by a bit, we’ve paid
for it with a likelihood of setback that’s maybe 50% higher…give or take, and within whatever
error this data set has.

Total Injuries (out)
Setbacks
Percentage

2029
342
23
6.7%

I’m not sure what to make of this, really. No
idea of the player’s injury ratings or the team
doctors influence. No idea about whether some
injuries are more likely to get setbacks than
others.

2030
314
23
7.3%

2031
220
28
12.7%

2033
286
31
10.8%

Quick Injury Take #3:
Edmonton led the league with four
players incurring injury setbacks in 2033. This
was the record for most in the four years
under review. Only Brooklyn (2030) and San Antonio
(2031) had three in a year.
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How About Those Big-Assed Pitcher Injuries?
Here’s the Big Kahuna, right?
Injuries are one thing, but when they take down a pitcher they can take them down for a very
long time. To get a feel for this, I sorted the data on pitchers (Position: SP, RP, CL) and then
selected all durations longer than 5 months. OOTP is wonky in how it has labeled things over the
years, so I had to do a little data cleansing here (possible source of pure mistakes!). But the data
is eye-popping.

Bottom line: the “big injury” rate (lost time of 5 months or more) has increased, perhaps up
to 200% (21 > 61). However, we need to be careful saying this
for sure.
Quick Injury Take #1:
•
First, the use of a couple seasons is probably not
Sicteen major league
statistically significant. Not really enough data to say
pitchers went down with
anything for sure.
major injuries last season
•
Note also that big discrepancy between 2031 and
(defined as putting a pitcher out for
2033—both v18 years. This is where I really miss having
12 or more months), with New
2032’s information most, but maybe this is an indicator of
Orleans leading the hit parade with
a code tweak in an update, or maybe not. Is 2031 the
three.
norm, or is it 2033? Who knows?
•
In addition, we need to know a lot more about our population: what pitch counts
might be in play with each team, what about the ages and IP of players in each population
and their usage patterns. Did we lose a bunch of over-worked young guys? Old guys? You
get the idea.
But, still, if you’re a GM ready to drop a ton of cash on a guy, that kind of number makes
your head snap around.
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Which leads me to ask this question…which team is the most snakebit in the four seasons
we’re looking at? I mean, we want to know, right? Or at least I do. So I took the data and
narrowed it to injuries of 8 months or more. The answer: Atlantic City and Valencia (who
suffered four of these big injuries. Jacksonville and New Orleans get Red Badges of Courage,
also, having each suffered three of them this past season.
Here’s the breakdown:

Seattle, Omaha, and Yellow Springs are the only three teams to not have suffered a big injury
at the major league level in these four seasons (note again the missing 2032!). Perhaps it’s
something in the water. Special calcium-rich fluoride, or whatever.
Note again the “odd” jump in 2033. I’m inclined to blame random bad luck, but it’s worth
watching to see what happens in 2034.
Another interesting trend, though, is that across time and versions, the rate of big injuries has
risen steadily. If one assumes Pitcher Abuse has implemented “properly” only recently, we could
be seeing a result of systemic over use building up. Who can say for sure. I’m just presenting
data and ideas…you guys are the ones paid the big bucks to make decisions!
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How About The Minors?
Yeah, I’ve got some data from the minor leagues, but it’s a little sketchier because we’ve
added layers and moved stuff around, and because I just have not broken it down like I have the
big leagues. All I ca give you right now is the totals at each level:

These, too, seem to have increased in the v18 years. Though I don’t have the breakout, it’s
probably fair to assume a DTD and lost time rate similar to those at the major leagues.

Summary
Oh boy the injury bug hit us hard - Seattle
Looks like it's San Antonio's year to be snake bit - SanAntonio
2 more pitchers down. I'm about done with this - Vancouver
Another sim, another pitching injury - Vancouver
Ugh, Jacksonville's turn at the injury wheel of death - Jacksonville
Ultimately, I’d say this whole mess pretty much confirms the general point you hear in the
forums on a sim-by-sim basis. General Managers’ jobs are getting harder because injuries are up
throughout the universe. Prospects and key veterans die on the vine, leaving holes for others to
step up.
It can be disappoint, you know?
But, then, that’s baseball, too. Baseball is what it is because it breaks our heart.
All the way until it doesn’t.
It’s beautiful in that Darwinian kind of way. Beautifully beastly at times, like watching a
tiger take down a gazelle.

At the end of the day, I don’t see anything here that says injuries are too heavy. I admit I kind
of like them happening fairly often—though I admit the number of big pitcher injuries last year
makes my eyebrows raise. Others’ opinions can vary. That’s cool. I like reading views on the
forum, and I suppose there’s not much in this report of mine that will change that fact.
GMs are gonna bitch, you know? Perhaps it’s what we do best!
Poor Matt.
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The outlook wasn't
brilliant for the Mudville
Nine that day;
the score stood four to
two, with but one inning
more to play.
And then when Cooney
died at first, and Barrows
did the same,
a sickly silence fell upon
the patrons of the game.
A straggling few got up to go in deep despair. The rest
clung to that hope which springs eternal in the human breast;
they thought, if only Casey could get but a whack at that –
they'd put up even money, now, with Casey at the bat.
But Flynn preceded Casey, as did also Jimmy Blake,
and the former was a lulu and the latter was a cake,
so upon that stricken multitude grim melancholy sat,
for there seemed but little chance of Casey's getting to the bat.
But Flynn let drive a single, to the wonderment of all,
and Blake, the much despised, tore the cover off the ball;
and when the dust had lifted, and the men saw what had occurred,
there was Jimmy safe at second and Flynn a-hugging third.
Then from five thousand throats and more there rose a lusty yell;
it rumbled through the valley, it rattled in the dell;
it knocked upon the mountain and recoiled upon the flat,
for Casey, mighty Casey, was advancing to the bat.
There was ease in Casey's manner as he stepped into his place;
there was pride in Casey's bearing and a smile on Casey's face.
And when, responding to the cheers, he lightly doffed his hat,
no stranger in the crowd could doubt 'twas Casey at the bat.
Ten thousand eyes were on him as he rubbed his hands with dirt;
five thousand tongues applauded when he wiped them on his shirt.
Then while the writhing pitcher ground the ball into his hip,
defiance gleamed in Casey's eye, a sneer curled Casey's lip.
And now the leather-covered sphere came hurtling through the air,
and Casey stood a-watching it in haughty grandeur there.
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Close by the sturdy batsman the ball unheeded sped-"That ain't my style," said Casey. "Strike one," the umpire said.
From the benches, black with people, there went up a muffled roar,
like the beating of the storm-waves on a stern and distant shore.
"Kill him! Kill the umpire!" shouted someone on the stand;
and it's likely they'd have killed him had not Casey raised his hand.
With a smile of Christian charity great Casey's visage shone;
he stilled the rising tumult; he bade the game go on;
he signaled to the pitcher, and once more the spheroid flew;
but Casey still ignored it, and the umpire said: "Strike two."
"Fraud!" cried the maddened thousands, and echo answered fraud;
but one scornful look from Casey and the audience was awed.
They saw his face grow stern and cold, they saw his muscles strain,
and they knew that Casey wouldn't let that ball go by again.
The sneer is gone from Casey's lip, his teeth are clenched in hate;
he pounds with cruel violence his bat upon the plate.
And now the pitcher holds the ball, and now he lets it go,
and now the air is shattered by the force of Casey's blow.
Oh, somewhere in this favored land the sun is shining bright;
the band is playing somewhere, and somewhere hearts are light,
and somewhere men are laughing, and somewhere children shout;
but there is no joy in Mudville — mighty Casey has struck out.
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Two Legends Join Immortals in 2034 Class
Voting was strong this year as 25 of 28 eligible voters cast their ballots for the Brewster
Baseball Association Hall of Fame [Editor’s note—one of these abstentions may or may not have
been the team from Ohio, who was crushed with other stuff. We will not, however, under any
term reveal the veracity of that rumor].
With 575 points needed for induction, two BBA legends are now part of this exclusive
fraternity. Today, the media guide gets to officially welcome them to their new digs.
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Hector Cano , Outfield , Calgary Pioneers
(802 points, 11 first place votes)

2021- Sawyer Silk Award
Puckett Golden Bat Award: 5 Zimmer Diamond Glove Award: 1
All-Star Games: 6
Landis Memorial Titles: 1 (2021, Calgary)
Hector Cano is simply a beast. Playing for a franchise that has been rich in Hall of Famers, he just might
be “Mr. Calgary”. His 643 career homers places him 4th on the All-Time List (behind only Bopper Kengos,
Morris Pennebaker and Charles Puckett). He’s 8th All-Time in Runs Batted In as well.
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Jonathan Archer, Shortstop, Omaha Barnstormers
(now Mexico City Aztecs)
(718 points, 8 first place votes)

Puckett Golden Bat Award: 3
All-Star Games: 7
Landis Memorial Titles: 2 (2018: Calgary; 2028: Huntsville)
Archer was the prototypical shortstop throughout his career, and hailed as a great leader. Among
shortstops, he’s 5th All-Time in Games Played, 7th in Batting Average, 10th in OPS, 5th in Runs Scored, 5th
in Hits, 3rd in Total Bases, 2nd in Doubles, 4th in Home Runs, 5th in Runs Batted In, and 4th in Wins Above
Replacement. Quite a resume, indeed.
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Here is the final voting talley!

Notes from this year’s voting:
• Farewell to three candidates. Relievers just can’t seem to gain traction with our voters as Carlos
Altivista and Pedro Espin exhausted their ten years of eligibility. John Rasmussen was the
Veteran’s Candidate this year and he had a fairly strong showing, but was ultimately tanked by
two voters who placed him fifteenth on the ballot.
• Mike Love was a strong third in his first year on the ballot, coming up just 32 points shy of
induction. He shouldn’t have to wait too long.
• Not sure why Martin Felix isn’t getting more love…
• Kal El also had a pretty strong first year, and should ultimately gain induction.
• Showing an increase in voting from last year: Maxwell Weiss, Jr., Espin.
• Showing a decrease in voting from last year: Felix, Altavista, Esteban Benitez, Daniel Labrie, Jr.,
Luis Freitas.
• Staying exactly the same: Brian Middleton.
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Farm System Rankings
#
Team
Points
1st Edmonton Jackrabbits 230

Top Prospects
CF L. Costello (1st) , CF M. Dalrymple (2nd) , CF W. Wood (5th) , P C.
Parrish (22nd) , P M. Manceau (33rd)
P M. Ramos (3rd) , P K. Zeitler (9th) , RF E. Cuervo (43rd) , P G. Alberink
(86th) , P J. Rangel (89th)
CF G. Lee (7th) , LF J. Jackson (17th) , SS Á. García (21st) , P M. Torres
(46th)
SS J. Delage (23rd) , P D. Pham (30th) , P P. Rocha (37th) , P J. Romero
(49th) , P J. Silva (52nd)
LF F. Mahaffey (8th) , SS Á. Zalapa (14th) , LF W. Rivera (45th) , P G.
Keynes (60th) , P J. Randín (84th)
SS E. Alfiche (11th) , P J. Trujillo (26th) , P C. Iron-Knife (44th) , P L.
Torres (55th) , P L. Morgan (61st)
P C. Stoller (4th) , SS J. Monger (10th)
CF T. Meyer (6th) , LF M. Marín (20th) , 2B A. Barrón (40th) , P C. Aguilar
(94th) , P N. Horswill (99th)
RF L. Crépin (12th) , 1B P. Crum (38th) , P H. Márquez (39th) , 2B Q.
Kouros (42nd)
P A. Kondo (15th) , 1B B. Dale (28th) , RF J. Santana (65th) , RF P. Garza
(71st) , P E. Franklin (88th)
SS C. Puckett (13th) , 1B M. Marino (34th) , P B. Yi (68th) , P A. Peña
(72nd) , P R. van Mierlo (91st)
3B R. Menne III (27th) , P M. Solíz (35th) , 1B S. Harper (69th) , 2B G.
Webb (74th) , P D. Halford (77th)
RF L. Maldonado (18th) , CF N. Machiavelli (24th) , CF M. Shaparenko
(50th)
P J. Brown (16th) , RF R. Juárez (36th) , P V. Reichel (64th) , CF G. López
(82nd) , LF J. Newhouse (98th)
P Y. Carpenter (25th) , CF M. White (31st) , CF J. Tavárez (70th) , P M.
Ngui (83rd)
2B J. Ríos (32nd) , P E. Gilliam (58th) , P J. Torres (66th) , 3B S. Nakanishi
(75th)
CF P. Costa (41st) , RF R. Vargo (47th) , CF V. Shafer (51st)

2nd California Crusaders

127

3rd Nashville Goats

111

4th Mexico City Aztecs

111

5th Valencia Stars

105

6th Hawaii Tropics

102

7th Omaha Hawks
8th Phoenix Talons

99
92

9th Seattle Storm

84

10th Montreal Blazers

75

11th Rockville Pikemen

70

12th Vancouver Mounties

65

13th Madison Wolves

64

14th Twin Cities River
Monsters
15th San Antonio Outlaws

61

16th Calgary Pioneers

43

17th New Orleans
Crawdads
18th Brooklyn Robins

40

19th Des Moines Kernels
20th Yellow Springs Nine
21st Louisville Sluggers
22nd Havana Sugar Kings
23rd Las Vegas Hustlers
24th Huntsville Phantoms
25th Atlantic City
Gamblers
26th Long Beach Surfers
27th Jacksonville
Hurricanes
28th Charm City Jimmies

31
18
15
14
10
10
9

P M. Andrés (29th) , P M. Romano (73rd) , P J. Pérez (78th) , P L. Salinas
(96th)
P R. Lothbrok (19th) , CF R. López (87th)
P T. Alfama (53rd) , C É. Fabre (85th) , P M. Djuretic (90th)
P J. Barajas (56th) , P F. Chávez (79th)
2B J. Mendoza (48th)
P J. López (81st) , P M. Orozco (93rd) , P A. Doyle (95th)
P Y. Tong (54th)
P D. Welch (62nd)

2
1

P A. Jolivet (97th)
SS V. Strömberg (100th)

54

37

0
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Thanks for reading!
MORE People Who Have Not Advertised
With Us
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Here’s To Another
Great Season!

